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PREFACE 
In the year 1215, Pope Innocent III called together 
the leaders of the western church for the fourth Lateran 
Council. At this critical ~hurch meeting the parochial 
reforms of the previous century were incorporated into 
formal church law. Pope Innocent III demanded that 
sufficient portions of churches under monastic control be 
set aside fa~ permanent vicars or resident rectors. Des-
pite the edicts of the council, abuses of the parochial 
vicarage system continued throughout England. However, in 
the diocese of Lincoln, four diligent bishops made a seri-
ous and admirabl.e effort to reform the administration of 
churches. The failure of these sustained efforts provides 
an interesting insight into the problems of the church in 
England during the thirteenth century. 
I wish to express my deep appreciation for the 
guidance and assistance provided by my major advisor, 
Dr. John Paul Bi~choff. I ·also wish to thank Dr. Neil J. 
Hackett and Dr. George F. Jewsbury for their valuable 
assistance during the last three years, and their advice 
in the preparation of the final manuscript. 
I also wish to thank Mr. Terry Basford of the inter-
library loan staff, and Mr. Patrick Mclaughlin of the 
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reference staff. Marie Dashbasch of the microfilm and 
n1icrofiche staff provided valuable help and encouragement 
in the course of this study. 
Finally, I thank my ~ife Pamela for her support of my 
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thesis. 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION: THE ORIGIN AND EARLY 
DEVELOPMENT OF THE VICARAGE 
SYSTEM IN THE DIOCESE OF 
LINCOLN, ENGLAND 
The thirteenth century was the most critical era in 
the development of the vicarage system in England. Although 
there were instances of vicars servin~ churches in the 
twelfth century, the mbst significant developments came 
after the Lateran Council IV in 1215. 1 Many studies have 
been made on the origins of this system for the whole of 
England. However, the~e is a need for more specific know-
ledge of the local vicarages. 
This study will examine the parochial vicars of Lin-
coln Diocese during the thirteenth century. It will be 
shown that because of the efforts of th~ bishops of Lincoln, 
significant improvement had come for the vicars of many 
churches. Nevertheless severe problems remained in 1299. 
Many vicars were not adequately compensated for their work, 
and various clerical abuses continued· at the. end of the 
century. 
The basis for research has been laid by previous 
scholars, but the publication of all the extant episcopal 
1 
registers and ~emoranda for Li~coln diocese in the thir-
teenth century has made possible a more specific study. 
The registers were retards of a bishop's appropriations of 
churches, his institutions of rectors and vicars to 
benefices, and occasionally other matters. 
The registers of aishop Hugh of Welles (1209-1235) 
proved pa~ticularly useful . 2 Bishop Hugh organized the 
diocese of Lincoln in a tho~ough manner that served as a 
2 
model fdr his successors. The registers served as a catalog 
Of this organization. When the bi~hop appropriated 
(assigned the income and other benefits) a church to a 
monastic house, his registrar recorded the names of the 
church and its recto~, as well as the representative of the 
house. Later, when the vicarage wa~ set out, the value of 
the church was recorded as well as specific directions as 
to who was to receive what benefits. These entries pro-· 
vided information essential to the understanding of the 
vicarage system. 
Bishops Robert Grosseteste (1235-1253) and Richard 
Gravesend (1258-1279) kept similarly detailed registers. 3 
In addition to his voluminous registers, the memoranda of 
. 4 
Bishop Oliver Sutton (1280-1299) are extant. The memo-
randa gave details of parochial life which were absent in 
the somewhat formulaic registers. The memoranda recorded 
moments in the everyday lives of vicars and their parish-
ioners. This information provided extremely useful 
insights into the church life of the thirteenth century. 
Besid&s the episcopal registers, two valuations of 
church properties in the thirteenth century have been 
edited and published. In 19~6, W. E. Lunt completed his 
editorial work on the 1254 Valuatio~ of Norwich, and it 
remains the most definitive valuation for the era. 5 For 
the purposes of taxation, Pope Nicholas IV ordered a 
valuation of the churches in England and Wales in 1291. 
This extensive survey of church values, known as Taxatio 
Ecclesiastica, was carried out under the partial direction 
of Bishop Oliver Sutton .. Publication of. this important 
document was compl~ted in the early part of the nineteenth 
6 century. 
The letters of Bishop Grosseteste were collected and 
edited by H. R. Luard during the nineteenth century. These 
letters proved of great value in discus~ing church reform 
during the thirteenth century. 7 
The work of three recent historians proved parti-
cularly helpful in the de~elopment of this study. R. A. R. 
H a r t r i d g e ' s A H· i s to r y o f t h e V i c a r a g e. s .1..!!. t h e M i d d 1 e ~ 
remains the most readable and insightful study of English 
vicarages in medieval times. The recent works of economic 
historians D. L. Farmer and Michael Prestwich were 
essential in developing an understanding of inflation in 
the thirteenth century. 8 
The work was made difficult by the magnitude of 
material which had to be consulted. 9 However, through the 
use of the registers and the two major valuations, it was 
3 
' ) 
possible to arrive at some conclusions as tb the vicar's 
role in the church and society of his day. 
Before defining the vicar's role, .it is necessary to 
trace the origins of the vicarage as an institution and the 
general situation of the English church before the Lateran 
Council of 1215. The effort to correct the worst abuses of 
the clergy had a long history in the Church as~ whole and 
in England in particular. Other than simony, the most 
4 
serious problems faced in the eleventh and twelfth centuries 
were clerical marriage and lay control of ecclesiastical 
benefices. 10 The second problem was closely connected with 
the larger lay investiture dispute. 
Although clerical marriage was always opposed in the 
western church~ it was a·constant abuse that was diff~cu1t 
to eliminat~. In England, Archbishop Oda faced the problem 
in 942: "those in holy orders ... should observe the 
celibacy befitting their estate." 11 During· the reign of 
King Ethelred, Bishop Wulfstan felt so strongly on the 
s u b j e c t t h a t he a d d res s e d to t h e c 1 erg y· a rare warn i n g i n 
the vernacular. 12 After the Norman Conquest, Bishop 
Wulfstan of Worcester (1062-1095) cooperated on this issue. 
with William the Conqueror's Archbishop of Canterbury, 
Lanfranc. 13 In the late eleventh century, Urban II forbade 
priests 1 sons to inherit their fathers• benefices~ 14 The 
canons of the Council of London in 1102 included the 
statement "no archdeacon, priest, deacon, or canon shall 
take a wife, or if he takes one retain her." 15 At the 
Lateran Council I in 1123, a strict prohibition on ma~riage 
was ordered. Just sixteen years later at the Lateran 
Council II, parishioners were forbidden to attend any 
masses said by married clergymen~ 16 Despite such strict 
church rulings, Bishop Robert Chesney of Lincoln allowed 
the son of the parson of Edlesborough to inherit part of 
his father's benefice. 17 
The problem persisted throughout the twelfth century. 
Indeed, it was serious enough that Pope Alexander III 
directed ten chapters of~ filiis presbytorum ordinandis 
vel non 18 specifica'lly to the church in England. All the 
chapters dealt with clerical marriage and its resulting 
abuses. 19 Although clerical marriages did not frequently 
appear in the thirteenth century bishops' registers, they 
were at least frequent enough to obstruct the bishops' 
reforming efforts. 20 
In the early Norman pe.riod, a parish priest was often 
little more than the "man" of the lord of the manor on 
which his church was 16cated. 21 The Norman lords con-
trolled not only the ~riest, but also the church and its 
f . t 22 r u 1 s . They often granted tithes to clerics of their 
own choosing, and the lord's right of advowson (present-
ment) to his manorial church was nearly universal. During 
the later eleventh and early twelfth centuries this 
situation altered somewhat. Many lords donated the tithes 
of churches under their control to one of the great 
monastic houses, or in some cases, one of the collegiate 
5 
churches. Gaining the tithes and other income of a church 
made the monastic community corporate rector of the parish. 
The community served its churches through a cleric, a 
stipendary priest, or a member of their own house. 23 
Grants of church land and tithes acquired permanence 
. . 24 
when the twelfth century popes and kings confirmed them. 
Undoubtedly the grants were often given for pious reasons. 
Many of the knights and lords wished to have their souls 
6 
remembered in the. prayers of the monks. Others gave up the 
churches in return for a retirement corrody, an allowance of 
room and board in their last years. However, most of the 
grants were made, ironically, under episcopal pressure. 
During the twelfth century, "lay ownership (of churches) 
. . 25 
became mere patronage. 11 Still a number of churches 
remained at least partially in lay control. The church of 
Thorganby was partially held until the fourteenth century 
by lay patrons. 26 The wealthy church of Rotherham in the 
Diocese of York was held by both Clairvaux Abbey and a 
27 
wealthy local family. 
The bishops of England as a whole supported this on-
going process of appropriation of churches to monastic 
contro1. 28 However, eventually they faced as great, if 
not a greater, threat to their episcopal authority when the 
monastic houses claimed exemption from the bishops' 
authority not only for themselves, but also for .the parish 
churches appropri~ted to them. Often papal b~lls supported 
these claims of exemption. As a result, during the 
thirteenth century there were efforts by the bishops of 
Lincoln to take parish churches out of monastic control and 
to bring them under epi scopa 1 control. 
In addition to the English church•s problems with 
clerical marriage and lay patronage, there was another, 
eventually more damaging abuse. This was the practice of 
assigning more than one ecclesiastiial benefice to certain 
favored clergymen. Pluralism promoted many royal, episco-
pal, and papal goals,· some laudatory. The king might gain 
the rectories of several particularly wealthy churches for. 
one of his advisors. A bishop mi~ht assign not only a 
prebend (a stipend ~llotted from the revenues of a 
cathedral or collegiate church), but also a parish churc~ 
to a favored relative. Popes often granted dispensations 
for pluralism to members of their inner circle. This 
practice seemed inevitably corrupting, but normally ah 
attempt was made to insure that the care of souls did not 
suffer. Many churches in the patronage of the larger 
monasteries remained unappropriated in the thirteenth 
century so that the monks might assign numerous livings to 
their non-monastic friends. 29 In 1215, the Lateran Council 
I V • s c a n o n Q! M u 1 t a ( Co n c e r n i n g P 1 u r a 1 i t i e s ) f O· r b a d e t h e 
practice of pluralism, 30 but it continued because it was 
so profitable and in fact indispensable to many lay and. 
episcopal powers in England. Although pluralism did not 
disappear, an honest effort was made to support the care of 
souls. Since the pluralist was absent, someone needed to 
7 
care for the parish in his place. The need for a resident 
curate led to the development of the vicarage system in the 
thirteenth century. It should be n~ted that pluralism was 
not always a pernicious factor in the church's life. 
Pluralism often meant a rich life style, but it could also 
represent an attempt by a poor rural cleric to make a 
31 
sufficient living serving two poor churches. Also, many 
young scholars of the Church were supported in their 
university studies by being made the rectors of several 
churches by their bi~hops. 
8 
As ~arly as 1102, the Synod of Westminster declared 
that churches could not be appropriated without the approval 
of the bishops. 32 This seems to indicate not only the 
bishops' stewardship of their own episcopal rights, but 
also an early, sincere concern for the effect appropriation 
might have on the care of souls. Th~ Lateran Co~ncil of 
1123 forbade monks "to serve as priests in parish churches 
owned by the convent. "33 The real problem was not the 
monks serving as curates, a relatively rare occurrence, but 
the pitiful stipends the monastic houses paid to those 
34 
secular clerics who did serve the churches. 
The gradual definition of the vi~arages was given 
further impetus by Pope Alexander III. To prevent vicars 
from becoming pluralists, he forbade them to serve in more 
than one parish. 35 After the Council of Lateran III 
(1179), the vicar was answerable for his clerical duties 
1 t h . b. h 36 ~ o 1s 1s op .. The Council of London (1200) ordered 
9 
that "a vicar should be instituted by the bishop in every 
h h . t d t 1. . . 1137 c urc appropr1a e · o re 1g1ous. 
In the diocese of Lincoln, the systematic ordination 
and endowment of vicarages began earlier than in any other 
region of England. As early as 1163-1168, Bishop Robert of· 
Chesney appropriated a church to Bardney Abbey and was 
. . 38 
careful to provide a fair income for the resident pr1est. 
·St. Hugh of Lincoln e~tablished the vicarage of Swynford, 
Lincolnshire·, in 1200. 39 Later, William of .Blois forced 
Augustinian canons of Dunstable to prbvide the vicar of 
Pullokeshull, Buckinghamshire "with the altar dues, ten 
acres of land, and a third of the tithes." 40 
These early developments were given s~bstance and 
strength at the Lateran Council of 1215, the most important 
one for the development of the vicarage system. Pop~ 
Innocent III denounced those who mistreated or underpaid 
their vicars, and he demanded that sufficient portions of 
all appropriated churches be set aside for permanent vicars, 
if the rector could not reside. 41 ~arly in his pontific~te, 
Honorius III required residence in the parish being served, 
and advancement of the vicar to the priesthood. 42 In 
addition, the Council of Oxford (1222) required that _a 
minimum of five marks yearly be paid to the permanent 
vicars. 43 Thus by the first quarter of the thirteenth 
century, the basis for the vicarage system in Lincoln 
Diocese had been laid. 
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CHAPTER I I 
THE DUTIES AND BURDENS 
OF PAROCHIAL VICARS 
In order to understand the vicars and their lives, it 
is necessary to understand the duties and burdens which 
they sustained ~sa condition of holding their benefic~s. 
The most essential burdens wefe usually referred to as the 
11 ordinary 11 burdens. A cleric instituted to a vicarage was 
required to reside at his church by the definition of the 
vicarage itself. The Council of Oxford in 1222 ruled that 
no one could be admitted to a vicarage unless he personally 
resided at the church. Th~y furthe~ required that the tes-
ident vicar must proceed within a short time to t~e priest-
! h o o d , i f h e h a d . n o t · a 1 re a d y . . 
In addition to residence, the vicar normally bore 
another burden to support at his own e~pense any ~haplains, 
clerks, cleaners, holy-water bearers (aguebajulus) or 
other ministers as necessary for the adequa.te care of a 
church. 2 Some of the poorer vicars could not supp~rt any 
assistants. However, Bishop Grosseteste considered a staff 
of resident rector, vicar, deacon and subdeacon essential 
·for most parishes. 3 Such a large staff was extremely rare, 
14 
15' 
although quite often a resident vicar was assisted by a 
deacon or other cleric. Vicars were also supposed to bear 
the sinodals, tributes in money or in kind paid to a bishop 
or archdeacon when he visited a parish. At first ·the 
sinodals were the most common burden borne by the vicars. 
Many other expenses were considered "extraordinary.~~ 
In the thirteenth century, appropriation of churches was so 
common that it led to a new kind of financial burden. In 
1287, the Constitutions for. the diocese of Exeter gave 
legal sanction to a common practice of requiring the rector 
to pay for the construction and repair of a church•s 
chancel. At the same time, it assigned the responsibility 
f th t th · h" 4 Oth t d" or e nave o e par1s 1oners. er ex raor 1nary 
burdens often borne by rectors included the provisions of 
lights, vestments, service books, and other ornaments of 
the chur~h. 5 Rectors also usually paid the procurations~ 
another form of archdiaconal fee due at the time of 
visitations. Often the rectors were ordered in ordination 
documents to provfde a home for the vicar and/or his 
assistants. These extraordinary burdens tended, with the 
passage of time, to shift from the rectors to the vicars, 
despite the. efforts of many bishops. During the thir-
teenth century, the episcopal records for Lincoln diocese 
showed that many different combinations of the above 
burdens were assigned to vicars and rectors. 
Examples of the normal division of duties and burdens 
can be found in the Bishops• registers. At the .vicarage of 
Asthill, Oxfordshire, the vicar Othuel, presented by the 
monks of Ivry in Normandy, bore all the ordinary burdens 
except procurations, which were borne by the monks. 6 A 
somewhat different ordination was found for Burgh-on-Bain, 
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Lincolnshire, where Ralph de Keleb' was responsible for 
sinod~ls only, while the convent of Nuncotham fn Brocklesby 
was to provide Ralph with.land for a house, and was to bear 
the procurations and all other ordinary and extraordinary 
burdens. 7 At Stamford St. Andrew's in Lincolnshire, the 
vicar Thomas of Stamford sustaine4 all the ordinary burderis, 
while he shared the extraordinary burdens with the nuns of 
Sti Michael's Priory. 8 Similar sharing of the burdens 
. 9 
existed at King's Cliff, Northamptonshire,. Hameldon, 
Northamptonshire, 10 and Barnetby, Lincolnshire. At this 
last church Roger of Dalton bore the sinodals and procura-
tions, while the rectors (Newstead-on-Ancholme priory) 
cared for the other burdens. As part of his ordinary 
burdens, Roger paid the Letare Jerusalem, a p~yment to the 
archdeacon due every year at mid-lent. 11 
A less common, but nonetheless balanced division of 
expenses ~as found at Green's Norton, Northamptonshire, 
where the vicar paid the sinodals and repaired the books 
and other ornaments of the church, while the resident 
rector sustained all the episcopal and archdiaconal 
12 dues. 
At other churches the rectors and vicars split the 
burdens in varying proportions. At Scraptoft, Leicester, 
17 
the Prior and convent of Coventry held all the ordinary 
burdens, and shared the extraordinary burdens in a propor-
tion of two to one with the vicar, William the chaplain. 13 
In 1270 at Belton, Leicester, Gracedieu Priory sus-
tained all the ordinary burdens, but split the extraordin-
aries with the vicar, Al~xander, half and half. 14 At 
Padbury, Buckinghamshire, the convent of Brackwell Priory 
sustained all the ordinary burdens and procurations, but 
the sinodals were the responsibility of John Norton, the 
vicar and priest. The extraordinary burdens were borne in 
15 
a proportion of two to one. The same proportion was 
ordained in a vicarage established by Bishop Sutton in 
1286. At Thorpe Mandeville, Northamptonshire, the convent 
of Daventry bore all the ordinary burdens and half of the 
extraordinary burdens. John of Daventry bore the other 
half as vicar. 16 
There are some instances, not very common, of the 
rector bearing virtually all the delineated burdens men-
tioned in the entry .. The monks of Sempringham were ordered 
to bear all the burdens of the church at Billingborough, 
Lincolnshire. No mention is made of the vicar having to 
bear sinodals, so apparently this was the rector's duty. 17 
An entry in the register of Bishop Grosseteste is a bit 
more specific, placing all the burdens on the rectors, the 
priory of Humberston, and in addition allowing a corrody 
for the vicar of Humberston and his deacon. 18 At 
Loughborough, Leicester, Thomas de Turvill, the resident 
18 
rector, bore all the burdens. 19 In the neighboring diocese 
of York, Gretton Priory bore all the burdens of the church 
at Royston, Doncaster. 20 
At W~tham-On-the-Hill, Lincolnshire, the vicar Thomas 
de Burgo apparently bore all the burdens. 21 The only 
burden borne by the appropriating abbey of Crowland at 
Whappelode vicarage in Lincolnshire was to provide a com-
petent house. However, after the death of the vicar Simo~. 
his successors had to bear all the ordinary burdens epis-
copal and archdiaconal. The vicars had to acquire all the 
books, vestments, and o~naments of the church, and they had 
. 22 
to make any future repairs to the chancel .. 
During the course of the thirteenth century the paro-
chial clergy bore more and more taxes as a duty of their 
clerical status. As early as 1199, Pope Innocent III 
exacted a fortieth of clerical i~come for the crusades. 23 
The Lateran Council ordered a twentieth in 1215, also for 
the Crusades. 24 Based on these precedents, the parochial 
vicars were taxed increasingly by the popes. The most 
onerous taxation of all came in the 1290s. All the clergy 
paid a tenth of their income to the Pope under the Taxatio 
Ecclesiastica of 1291. As payments on this tenth were 
continuing, King Edward I ordered a clerical moiety, or 
one-half of all clerical income for 1296. Under pressure 
from the Pope, Edwa~d I lifted the moiety and was granted 
. 25 
a tenth for several years. 
• 
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The vicars had many other ~uties besides the finance-
related obligations discussed above.~ As early as 1279, 
Archbishop Peckham of Canterbury ordered rectors and vicars 
to attend synods four times a year in the archdeaconries. 26 
The bishops applied this concept of local conclaves down 
even to the level of the deaneries. For instance, Bishop 
Sutton sent a mandate to the dean of Calceworth in January 
of 1295. He ordered all the parochial vicars, rectors, and 
chaplains of the deanery who could come together to do so 
near Swaby, and to speak before him so that he could deter-
mine wheth~r or not they were carrying out their duties. 27 
In certain instances, the vicars were appointed·by 
their bishops to serve as coadjutors for fellow vicars, or 
in some cases for rectors who were indisposed. Unfortu-
nately, memoranda such as that kept by Bishop Sutton are 
not available for the entire thirteenth century. Sutton's 
records give a glimpse of what must have been a fairly 
common practice. At Notley on June 4, 1290, the bishop 
made Thomas Laxton the coadjutor of John, the vicar of 
Caddington, who was unable to perform his duties. 28 
Sutton gave evidence of a certain generosity of spirit in 
appointing the coadjutors for two vicars, one who was 
incurably ill , 29 and another who was paralyzed. 30 This 
sort of work, while necessary, could make the precarious 
finances of the typical vicar even more unsure. In 
August of 1295, the vicar of Stoke Pages, Buckinghamshire, 
was released from his service as coadjutor to the vicar 
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of Beaconsfield. He had served as coadjutor for more than 
a year and nine months, and had spent fifteen and one-half 
pence more than his pay. 31 There was an earlier example of 
such an appointment using the word coadjutoris. In Hugh of 
Welles time, Lambert of Bradham was presented to the vicar-
age of Melton Ross, Lincolnshire and required to have with 
him a coadjutor, because he (Lambert) was old and feeble. 32 
It was also considered a duty of the parochial clergy 
of all stations to advance in education. Cleric~l illiter-
acy was much criticized at the time. In the introduction 
to Hugh of Welles registers, W. P. W. Phillimore pointed 
out how seldom those presented tci ecclesiastical benefices 
were well educated. In Stowe archdeaconry, out of eighty-
five presentations, forty-five were chaplains, twelve were 
described as clerics, and only six as masters. Table· I 
gives the figures for the other archdeaconries. 33 
TABLE I 
EDUCATION OF CLERICS PRESENTED 
TO ECCLESIASTICAL BENEFICES . 
Archdeaconry Presentations Masters 
Northamptonshire 
Buckinghamshire 
Huntforshire 
Bedfordshire 
Lincolnshire 
Oxfords hire 
251 
128 
72 
106 
410 
156 
20 
5 
10 
9 
37 
13 
21 
Another duty often performed by the vicars was to 
serve as witnesses to, or enforcers of, the wills of their 
parishioners and fellow clergymen. In 1292, Bishop Sutton 
appointed the vicar of Bilsby to serve with the sub-prior 
of Markby and remove the ~xecutors of a will of the late 
rector of Beesby-in-the-~arsh. 34 ·A ~imilar duty was 
I 
I 
assigned to Master Thomas, vicar of Moulton, later in the 
35 
same year. Such examples abound in Sutton•s memoranda .. 
A unique duty assigned to only a few vicars was that 
given to Robert, vicar of Upton, by Bishop Sutton. Robert 
and Geoffrey~ rector of little Carleton, were assigned to 
hear the confessions of clergymen i~ the deanery of Lawres, 
and to grant absolution except in such cases as were re-
served by canon law for a higher authority. 36 
An extremely unusua1 duty was found in 1292. Warner, 
the vicar of Hanslope, was appointed by Bishop Sutton to 
serve as the Master of S~~dley Priory. Apparently he said 
mass and gave the sacraments for the nuns of the priory: 37 
Most of the burdens and duties discussed up to this 
point were of a financial or special nature. In theory the 
whole reason for a vicar•s appointment was that h~ might 
care for the souls of his parishioners. To do this he was 
expected to carry out the essential duties of visiting the 
sick and the dying, of ad~inistering the sacraments of 
baptism, communion, confession, marriage and last rites, 
and in general, of ministering to the spiritual needs of 
his people. 
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CHAPTER III 
REFORM OF PAROCHIAL VICARAGES 
IN THE DIOCESE OF LINCOLN 
The bishops of Lincoln continued the reform movement 
begun in the tenth and eleventh centuries to the best of 
their abilities. They pushed for fair treatment of the 
vicars and other lesser clergymen at a time when many 
prelates seemed content to hold multiple benefices them~ 
selves, or to spend lavishly on entertainment for the king 
or papal legates. Of course, the four bishops required 
dedication to the care of souls on the part of their 
clergymen. The best efforts'of these reformers led to 
some improvements. However, in many ways the condition of 
the vicarages in the diocese of Lincoln was still poor in 
1299. G. G. Coulton said that the church in England was 
less pure in 1299 than in 1215. This statement might be 
applied to certain aspects of the situation in Lincoln 
d . 1 1ocese. In fact~ those improvements that came were in 
some ways not only the result of genuine zeal for reform, 
but also the result of the bishops• concern to secure 
their own power. 
In their efforts, the bishops of Lincoln often met 
opposition from their own cathedral chapter. Before his 
24 
death in 1215, Pope Innocent III had upheld the rights of 
English bishops in parish churches, even those under in-
direct papal exemptions. 2 The cathedral chapter of 
Lincoln nevertheless claimed exemption from episcopal 
control or dties of any kind. According to the document 
Dignitates Libertates et co.nsuetudines recorded in the 
25 
Black bonk for 1214, even the laymen within a prebendal 
parish were subject to capitular and not episcopal con-
trol. 3 This 11 Custom 11 was the cause of much strife between 
the chapter and Bis.hop Grosseteste in the second quarter 
0 f t h e c e n t u r y . T h e c h a pte r ·g u a r d e d i t s II r i g h t s II 
jealously for f1nancia1 ~easons. There were many churches 
like the small church at Hibaldstowe. This was not even 
a prebend of th ~ cathedra 1 c h a pte r , ·. but the c h a pte r d i d 
receive all th~ tithes of wheat. In addition, the sub-
dean and two other members of. the chapter received. 
4 pensions of one-half mark yearly. It is much to their· 
credit that the bishops of Lincoln continually sought to 
provide an adequate income for the vicars of such churches 
as Hibaldstowe. 
The abuse of pluralism was attacked sporadically, but 
the Lateran Counci.l IV 1 s canon De Multa (concerning 
pluralities) provided strong ammunition for the reform-
minded bishops. By the early thirt~enth century, it was 
considered part .of a bishop 1 s duty to assure a competent 
vicarage for those. churches appropriated to monasteries. 5 
Throughout the ientury, the papal representatives in 
England gave some suppor~ to those bishops who sought to 
assure fair treatment for vicars. 6 
During his ·epilscopacy, Bishop Hugh of·Welles (1209-
1 
I . 
1235) approved the !appropriation of churches at a much 
more rapid rate thJn his contemporaries. 7 The heavy rate 
i . 
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of appropriation m~ght indicate an excessive identification 
with monastic inte1ests on the part of the bishop. However, 
he did ordain vicarages in the appropri~ted churches and 
. I 
sought to assure.the proper care of the'care of souls. He 
established approximately 300 vicarages in his diocese. 
His thorough organization of the diocese laid the basis for 
8 the efforts of his successors. 
Although Hugh did seek to protect the vicars• most 
crucial interests, he probably did not use episcopal 
powers as effectively as he could have. For example, he 
exercised his right of collation 9 infrequently. He might 
have used this effective tool to appoint well-qualified 
rectors and vicars to benefices. However, out of 2,132 
institutions to benefices during his episcopacy, only 
eighty-six were collations. 10 Hugh was a forerunner of 
Grosseteste in the effort to appoint clergymen, rather than 
mere political cronies, to benefices. He instituted 804 
men in higher orders and 535 in lower, usually with 
instructions to the latter to proceed to the priesthood. 11 
Hugh did not ordain particularly lucrative vicarages. 
Of 134 recorded incomes in the Liber Antiguus, twenty-one 
were over six marks, sixty~three were from five to six 
27 
marks, and fifty were under five marks in value. 12 Bishop 
Hugh of Welles did not exercise his right of episcopal 
visitation extensively. Although he did not actively harm 
the monastic interests, the Register of Wendover described 
him at his death as 11 the enemy of all religious men ... 13 
No other bishop of the thirteenth century was as 
reform minded as Robert Grosseteste of Lincoln (1235-1253). 
An accomplished scholar and wr.iter in numerous fields, he 
dedicated himself to his episcopal duties with an admirable 
fervor. 
Like his immediate predecessor, Bishop Grosseteste did 
not.often use the power of collation. Only fifty-four of 
1,648 institutions were episcopal collations. 14 However, 
there were many instances in which the bishop refused to 
institute until the appropriating bodies or other rector 
presented an able candidate. Gro~seteste instituted 1~445 
men in higher arders, and only thirty-one in lower. 15 This 
impressive statistic is the best evidence of his concern 
for the training of the parochial clergy. 
Grosseteste attacked the all too common life style of 
many of the rectors. In a letter to a clergyman sometime 
between 1232 .and 1234 (before he became bishop ), Grosse-
teste blasted pluralists, and those whose luxurious and 
licentious lives 11 blasphemed the name of Christ, brought 
the Holy Scriptures into contempt and made themselves the 
despicable shame of the learned and the scorn and laughing-
stock of the people 1116 He told Hugh of Pateshull in 1236: 
to enquire of your conscience whether you are 
seeking more benefices in order that love may 
abound among the sheep, or in order that you 
yourself may be enriched at their expense, 
whether it is in order that you may feed the 
sheep by word, by example and by prayer, or 
in order thif you yourself may be fed from 
their milk. 
28 
Bishop Grosseteste was concerned that the quality of 
the parochial vicars and rectors be raised. He wrote a 
practical manual for their use entitled Templum Domini, 18 
which covered everyday parochial duties and made suggestions 
for sermon topics. Like his successor Bishop Sutton, he 
visited many of the d~aneries of his diocese, meeting with· 
archdeacons, rectors and vicars. They were called to-
gether by his special order~ so that he could determine for 
h . lf h th th . t th . d t' . 19 1mse we er ey were carry1ng ou e1r u 1es. 
Grosseteste continued to insist that parish priests know 
and expound their faith to the people. 20 This emphasis on 
the preaching function is evidence of his admiration for 
the mendicant friars; and of his life-long friendship with 
the Franciscan Adam Marsh. In his Constitutions sent to 
the clergy of the diocese in 1238, Grosseteste said the 
clergy should understand true confession and power of the 
sacraments and that they should frequently teach the laity 
in the vernacular .. As he said, "Each one should have at 
least this simple unders.tanding of the faith." 21 He 
I 
enjoined the higher and lower clergy to say, as part of 
their daily parochial duties, Quicunque vult each day at 
prime (4 a.m.). 
Although he supported an adequate education for the 
parochial clergy, Grosseteste believed that the care of 
souls should come first. Writing to a young rector in 
1235, Grosseteste said he understood the young cleric's 
love of his studies at Paris, but he encouraged hi.m to 
give up school and serve his parish. However, the bishop 
went on to tell the young man that if he had to study, he 
s~ould make sure that the care of souls was cared for in 
his absence. 22 
Grosseteste was most effective in his exercise of 
visitation rights. Despite papal g~~nts of exem~tion for 
the royal free chap~ls and the churches of the cathedral 
chapters, Grosseteste insisted on his right to visit such 
churches. 23 For most of his episcopacy, Grosseteste had 
a running dispute with his cathedral chapter ov~r juris-
diction. The canons of th~ cathedral once actually sent 
orders to the vicars serving their prebends and chapels 
not to obey the Bishop or recognize his visitation. 24 
Despite the wishes of the canons, Gross~teste did visit 
the prebendal churches in 1246. 25 Although he often dis-
agreed with Pope Innocent IV, G~osseteste gained specific 
papal authority to ~ugment vicarages and force their pay~ 
t t f th f t 1 1 . . 26 men ou o e revenues o rec ora 1v1ngs . In each 
. parish he visited, he asked for the names of those guilty 
of any of the seven deadly sins, as well as adulterers, 
29 
fornicator~, drunkards, usurers, will-violators, and 
27 desecrators of church grounds. Early in his episcopacy, 
the bishop forbade the priests to allow the revelries 
known as 11 Scotales 11 by the common people. 28 
After assuming the episcopacy in 1236, Grosseteste 
moved against simoniacal abuses in a letter to all his 
archdeacons. He told the~ simony was 11 Contrary to both 
the statute and the provincial council. 1129 Apparently 
many priests only distributed the Easter communion and 
other sacraments in return for money payments. He urged 
the archdeacons frequently to announce this to their 
priests. 30 
30 
It might seem that Bishop Richard Gravesend was not as 
concerned with the needs of the parochial clergy as the 
other three bishops of Lincoln in the thirteenth century. 
Nevertheless,. Gravesend was a good bishop by the standards 
of his day. He was more involved in political affairs than 
any of the other bishops of Lincoln except Grosseteste. 
As a result, Gravesend occasionally was forced to turn his 
attention to political rather than episcopal matters. 31 
Despite his political troubles, Gravesend did not 
neglect his duties as pastor of England's largest diocese. 
During his periods of absence, the diocese ·was in the able 
care of his assistant, Master John of Maidstone. 32 Grave-
send ordained priests in every year of his episcopacy 
except 1271. 33 
Of the three bishops studied in detail so far, Grave-
send used his power of collation most often. Eighty-one 
of his 1,799 institutions were co1lations. 34 Examining the 
31 
educatfon of those instituted by Gravesend, Daniel Frank-
forter found among the recto~s 187 priests, 664 deacons. and 
sub~deacons, and 34 merely described as clerics in lower 
orders. Gravesend revealed a concern for the care of sciuls 
in his parishes, because among the vicars he instituted 
547 priests, ninety-seven deacons, eleven sub-deacons, and 
. 35 
no one in the lowest orders. Bishop Gravesend showed 
an intense dedication to ~t least this aspect of his duties. 
He made efforts to improve the quality of rectors and to 
~equire their residenc~. They were supposed to be twenty-
five years of a.ge, to be knowledgeable and in possession of 
good moral character,. and be in the process of obtaining 
the priesthood. Despite this, most rectors continued to be 
deacons or sub-deacons, non-resident, and pluralistic. 36 · 
Gravesend's frequent use of collation is a hint not only of 
. his dedication to duty, but also of his struggle with the 
monastic houses for control of the sources of church 
. . 
income. These problems were not, of course, unique to the 
diocese of Lincoln. Bishop Giffard of York was forced to 
sequestrate the church of Hooton Pagnell fn order to force. 
th . t 'd 37 e v1car o res1 e. 
There are some examples of Gravesend permitting 
distressingly familiar abuses of a church's income. He 
allowed the church of Thorganby to be divided into·four 
parts when it was appropriated to Grimsby Abbey. 38 The 
most noticeable defect in Gravesend's recprd was his 
sporadic episcopal visitations. 39 However, he did not 
I 
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ignore this work. He carried out a thorough visitation of 
the archdeaconries of Lincoln and Stowe in 1275. 40 
Perhaps his most useful work was done in establishing 
vicarages in the prebendal churches. 41 He confirmed the 
ordinations of Aylebury and augmented Grosseteste•s ordi-
nations at Louth and Empingham. He made completely new 
ordinations and taxations df the prebendal vicarages at 
. 42 Asgarby, Nassington, Thame and others. 
Bishop Oliver Sutton strongly opposed the accelerating 
process of appropriations throughout his episcopacy. He 
once said: 
appropriations of parochial churches, by con-
verting the fruits and profits of them to the 
use of religious persons, ·were absolutely odious 
to the prelates of the church, ... nor could 
be tolerated but in cases of manifest poverty 
or other great necessity.43 
Despite his seemingly vehement opposition to appropriations, 
he approved many appropriations for practical reasons. Thus 
in 1290 he approved the Bishop of Coventry and Lichfield's 
request for the appropriation of the chapel of Knyveton, 
Derbyshire. 44 The ordination of competent vicarages was 
the only recourse he had to assure that appropriations did 
not harm the parochial care of the souls. 
As for the quality of those rectors and vicars pre-
sented to benefices, Sutton generally refused institution 
until the candidate was at least a sub-deacon. 45 Sutton 
acquiesced to the growing tendency to establish private 
chapels within parish boundaries for the convenience of 
33 
wealthy landowners. However, he invariably made efforts to 
assure that the vicar or resident rector of the mother 
church had a steady income. 46 He forbade the chaplains of 
such private chapels to serve anyone except those to whom 
they were specifically assigned. 47 
There are numerous other examples of Sutton making 
efforts to help vicars, or to admonish them as needed. In 
1291, he ordered the Dean of Grimsby to make the vicar of 
Holton le Clay, Lincolnshire, repair his home, which had 
become delapidated. 48 In 1295, Sutton ratified an agree-
ment made between the chapter of Elsham and the vicar of 
their appropriated church. The vicar claimed his income 
was insufficient, and as a result of the agreement he was 
to receive 11 a toft, bread and beer for himself and a dea-
con, a share of the offerings and four marks as an annual 
stipend." 49 Although illicit liasons between vicars and 
their parishioners must have been common, in 1296 Sutton 
recorded one of the rare instances of such a liason 
resulting in disciplinary action. The archdeacon of 
Oxford was ordered 11 to deal with Simon vicar of Crowmarsh 
Gifford, who had been suspended for repeated fornication 
with Joan Gernun." 50 
Despite the prohibition on simony, Sutton gave 
commission to the Archdeacons of Bedford to "hear and 
settle the lawsuit between John vicar of Kingerby and Lady 
Anora widow of Sir John Syve, knight. 11 Apparently the : 
lady had not given the vicar as great a mortuary offering 
34 
as he thought was his due. Such offerings were supposed to 
be voluntary, but the case indicates that at least the 
nobility were exp~cted to pay the dues. 51 
Sutton exercised his visitation rights frequently, 
keeping on.the move for all of his t~enty year episcopate. 
According to John of Scalby, Sutton even visited the 
cathedral chapter twice. 52 
Throughout the thirteenth century, the bishops of 
Lincoln sought to reform the vicarage system. It w~s 
apparent that the power of collation could be used to help 
the bishops in their owri political struggles. However, the 
willingness of the bishops to use collation, visitation, 
and other powers did bring some improvements for the vicars 
of Lincoln Diocese. In addition, the bishops after Hugh 
of Welles seemed concerned that the vicarages were served 
by educated clerics with good morals. Although the vicars 
and the lesser clergy were still impoverished in 1300, 
their condition most certainly would have been worse if 
not for the reforms of the previous ninety-one years. 
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CHAPTER IV 
SOURCES OF PAROCHIAL INCOME 
In their registers, the bishops of Lincoln recorded a 
number of different kinds of income, and innumerable ways 
of dividing that income between rectors and vicars. The 
detailed nature of these records indicated a concern on the 
part of the bishops to insure that the division of income 
was canonically correct, and, as far as possible, fair to 
the vicars. In many ways, the institutions made by Bishops 
Welles, Grosseteste, Gravesend, and Sutton indicated the 
accuracy of Emma Mason's observation that the parochial sys-
1 tern of the Middle Ages was essentially a financial system. 
Incomes for parochial incumbents came from the two 
sources: a) the income, land, etc. connected with the 
benefice, that is, the office entered upon by the cleric; 
and b) spiritual dues payable to the incumbent because 6f 
his role as curate. 2 When an English bishop instituted a 
cleric, the cleric received two things: his office, and 
his rights as curate. 3 Tithes accrued to the incumbent in 
both categories. 
The tithe system in force in Eng1anq during the thir-
teenth century was the result of sever-al centuries of 
4 development. As discussed in the first chapter, for some 
38 
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time after the coming of the Normans the disposal of tithes 
remained in the hands of laymen, i.e. the lords of manors 
with attached parish churches. However, by the thirteenth 
century this source of income was firmly in the control of 
either the monasteries or the episcopal arm of the church. 
Bishop Grosseteste still found it necessary to forbid 
churches being held in lay fee. He added: 11 ••• neither 
should they (laymen) regain the tithes. 115 
Tithes were extremely important to the beneficed cler-
gyman. His benefi~e entitled him to receive a tenth of the 
income of all his parishioners. The land tithes were pri-
marily of two sorts: the great tith~s and the lesser 
tithes. The great tithes were those of: the ~· 6 Wheat 
was the most profitable of the many grains cultivated by 
medieval English farmers. Occasionally this great tithe 
included hay or wool (especially in Lincoln diocese), but 
usually th~se were assigned to the lesser tithes. 7 
According to G. G. Coulton: 11 The tithes 
constituted a land tax, income tax, and death tax far more 
onerous than any known to modern times, and proportionately 
8 
unpopular. 11 Regardless of their popularity, the tithes 
entitled the rector and/or vicar to an income from all his 
parishioners amounting to two shillings of every pound 
sterling. 9 
Besides the tithe of wheat, the incumbent was 
entitled to the tithe on all agricultural products in his 
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parish. He claimed ten percent of the hay so that he might 
feed his own stock animals. He held rights to claim the 
tithe of flax, 10 a plant grown for its fiber, which could 
be prepared for spinning. The priest could even gain a 
share of the farmer's orchard, or his small family garden 
plot. 11 The defined tithes were innumerable: the cutting 
of trees, forest past~res, timb~r sales, profits from vine-
yards, fisheries, rivers, dovecots, fish-stews, all things 
sown, captured wild animals, hawks, wool and wine, pea-
fowls, swans and capons, geese and ducks, lambs, eggs, 
rab~its, bees and their honey, profits from milk, or any 
hunting carried ·on by the farmers, and so on. 12 The 
collection of the tithes of such agricultural products was 
long established by custom. Powerful laymen could 
occasionally force a rector or vicar to adhere to such 
customs. For example, the vicar of St. Margaret's, 
Leicester tried to change the traditional way of collecting 
milk·tithes from his parishioners. Bishop Sutton, after 
a complaint from a certain Richard Wagner, noted that 
"there is a· ... reasonable way to carry out the tithe~ 
of milk . . .. and that the vicar had "approved the same 
way" for his lifetime. 13 Therefore the Bishop ordered the 
vicar to refrain from making any more changes until Sutton 
himself cauld come to the parish and resolve the dispute. 
Such concern for the parishioners was rather rare in 
the episcopal records of other dioceses. The Council of 
Oxford found it necessary to rule in 1222 that "no one 
should deduct expenses" when figuring the tithes they 
owed. 14 At Chalfont St. Giles, Buckingham, the dean of 
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Burham excommunicated a group of parishioners for denying 
their priest the customary offerings. Then "they presumed 
t dd t th 0 0 • • " 15 h th b tl o a o e1r pr1or perJUrles w en ey su sequen y 
stole the tithes of corn and hay. As a result, the arch-
deacon of Buckingham and the dean of Burnham were ordered 
personally to excommunicat~ the thieves on every Sunday and 
feast day from the feast of St. Lawrence (August 10) until 
Michaelmas. 16 
With the benefice, the parochial incumbent was also 
entitled to a glebe, that is, the land belonging to the 
parish church it~elf, to be considered his own prop~rty as 
long as he held the office. For the most part, incumbents 
held their glebe free from feudal obligations to the local 
manori~l lord. 17 Some resident rectors and vicars expanded 
18 their holdings by farming and renting land to tenants. 
Outside of Lincoln diocese, in 1279 the vicar of Linton, 
Cambridgeshire held ah acre and a half of land .. On even 
this small acreage there were eight tenants with messuages 
19 
and gardens. Some vicars apparently paid feudal dues to 
lay lords, while others engaged in private business. 20 As 
pastor, each vicar or resident rector could graze his own 
stock not only on his glebe, but also on the common pasture 
land of the parish. 21 
In Chapter two, the duties of both the rectors and 
their vicars were discussed. It was shown that one of the 
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rectorial duties was to provide an adequate croft or manse 
(house) for the vicar. This croft was considered a part of 
the vicars' income. In 1295, William Golde of Barton, 
vicar of Elsham, made a formal agreement providing for an 
income from the rectors, the Prior and convent of Elsham. 
The vicar received a toft. (land for a home), "bread and 
beer for himself and one deacon, as well as oblations 
at five feast days per year and· up to nine pence" at 
funeral masses and marriages. 22 In addition, he received 
four marks as an annual stipend. The significance of 
these oblations is discussed below. 
The sources of income thus far discussed belon~ed to 
the incumbent by right of his benefice. He also held other 
rights because of his possession of the care of souls, i.e. 
the duty to mini·ster personally to the spiritu~l needs of 
the people. 
During the thirteenth century, the church exercised a 
noteworthy ability to discover and exploit numerous sources 
of income.· By 1305, Archbishop Winchelsey gave approval 
for curates to collect tithes from even the humblest arti-
sans. Merchants of all sorts, craftsmen, tradesmen, car-
penters, smiths, stonemasons, weavers, brewers, tailors, 
shepherds, ploughmen, fullers, miners and quarrymen all 
paid their share to the parish priest.z3 Other sources of 
income included the tithes of limeburners, carters and 
brewers, and hired servants. 24 "The poet's gains are even 
mentioned ... " in some parts of England. 25 While these 
non-agricultural tithes were certainly lucrative to the 
incumbents, they were more difficult to collect than the 
tithes already discussed. 26 
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An example of this difficulty, and the importance some 
vicars placed on each tithe, was found in the memoranda of 
Bishop Sutton. In 1296, Thomas Browning of Sutterton was 
excommunicated and subsequently jailed for refusing to pay 
one penny, his tithe of eels, to the vicar of Sutterton. 
He ~as absolved and released after making restitution 
through the sheriff's clerk. 27 
Perhaps the most lucrative non-agricultural tithes 
were the customary offerings of medieval parishioners. The 
care of souls gave the incumbent the right to collect 
voluntary offerings and fees. According to the Lateran 
Council Iv 28 these offerings were supposed to be free will, 
especially those for Baptism and burials. 29 However, 
11 already in the thirteenth century the clergy insisted on 
them • ht 11 30 as a r1g . Bishop Hugh of Welles made it clear in 
1219 that William of London, the vicar of Skendleby, Lin-
colnshire, was to receive all the oblations and obventions 
of his church, as well as the tithe of woo1. 31 
In 1298, the rector of Barrowly was authorized to warn 
and if necessary to excommunicate all those ~arishioners of 
the church of Grantham who were redu·cing the customary 
. . 32 
offerings at churchings, funerals, and requ1ems. This 
was a serious matter, for s~ch offerings and require~ fees 
were a staple of vicaral income. In April of 1298, Bishop 
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Sutton found it necessary to order the dean of Holland to 
warn certain parishioners who had been taking away the 
corpse candles after services in the church of Moulton. If 
necessary, the dean ~as to excommunicate those who had 
sought to deprive the church of this income. 33 
In Chapter two, the duty of the vicars to witness and 
probate wills was noted. Depending on the size of the 
11 estate 11 , such a duty could be a source of income. 34 The 
most resented fee was probably the mortuary fee, exacted in 
remittance of any unpaid tithes. 35 It could consist of a· 
heriot, or claims to a family's best ,stock animal. This 
fee was especially burdensome because the lords of the 
manors could also claim such death duties. Regular offer-
' 
ings, or oblations, were customarily made four times a 
year: at Christmas, Easter, the dedication day of a church, 
and on the feast day of the patron saint (or on All Saint's 
day).36 
In theory, the income of an appropriated church· was 
divided in this manner: approximately one-third of the 
total went to the vicar, and the rest went to the rector 
or rectors. At Bradwell, Oxfordshire (which included the 
chapels of Kelmstock and Holywell), the church appropriated 
37 to the Templars was worth thirty marks. The vicar, 
John of Bradwell, received ten marks yearly from the 
lesser tithes, customary· offerings, and a third of the 
tithes of wheat. 38 At Saxilby, Stowe, the income was 
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divided between the canons of Newhouse, who received thir-
teen marks, and the vicar who received seven marks. 39 
In order to achieve this canonical division of paro-
chial income, Bishop Hugh of Welles on occasion did not 
reserve the great tithe of wheat for the rectors. At 
Haddenham, Buckinghamshire, the prior and convent 6f 
Rochester did receive all the wheat tithes of the mother 
church, but only a third part of the wheat tithes from the 
dependent chapel of CuddingtQn. The income from that 
tithe was io supplement the vicarage of Roger the Chap-
1 . 40 a 1 n • 
There were many examples of churches where less than 
one-third of the income went to the vicar. At the same 
' . 
time there were a few churches where vicars actually re-
ceived more than half of the church's assessed value as 
income. 41 
The Council of Oxford (1222) required a yearly minimum 
income of five marks for vicars. Naturally, this minimum 
was not always achieved. When churches were extremely 
~mall, the vicars, rather than the rectors, suffered. At 
Winwick, Huntingdon, Geoffrey of Winwick received only four 
marks as vicar to a church worth eight marks. It was 
-appropriated to the prior and convent of Huntingdon. 
Bishop Hugh generally supported the poor vicars, but in 
this case Geoffrey had to bear all the burdens of the 
42 
church. In such cases, Bishop Hugh's registrar often 
noted that the vicarage was allowed to have a low value 
because it was originally constituted 11 before the 
Council . 1143 
46 
The intricacies of the division of income were illus-
trated by the church of Boddington, Northamptonshire. 
. 44 There the income of the church was divided into a mediety. 
Roger the chaplain was inducted parson into one of these 
medieties. Hugh of Boddington held the vicarage of the 
other, but only on the condition that he pay Roger a yearly 
pension of eight marks. 45 Even more complicated arrange-
ments were not uncommon. 
The income of parochial vicars came from varied 
sources. After decades of development, the tithe system 
extended, at least in theory, to virtually every trans-
action of the economy. The tithes of wheat and other 
agricultural products provided vicars with food and staple 
goods. In a time of steady upward pressure on prices, 
vicars turned more and more to customary sources to supple-
ment their meager incomes. As the century progressed, 
vicars became more concerned to collect these 11 Voluntary 11 
oblations. However, in a time of inflation, these fixed 
oblations grew less and less able to meet the needs of the 
vicarage system. 
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CHAPTER V 
INCREASES IN PAROCHIAL INCOME AND 
TH£ PROBLEM OF INFLATION 
According to P. D. A. Harvey, the early thirteenth 
century was one of the three great inflationary periods of 
. 1 English history .. During the century, the crown centralized 
its power, and c~nstant struggle with the barons·was the 
result. Besides atte~pts to centralize administration or 
royal land~, the crown exerted more control over the 
currency. 
Concerning the inflation~ M. M. Postan pointed out: 
it is not at all certain that the rise in prices 
was due to an influx of precious metals, and it 
is certain that the expansion of trade was not 
solely due to the rise in the improvements in 
commercial and financial technique, all played 
their part in. bre~king up the self-sufficiency 
of local markets and in commercializing the 
economic activities of men.l 
Despite Postan's view, it appears thft the ebb and flow of 
• 
bullion, and the four major recoinages during the century 
I 
' must have contributed to t~e inflation. 
Wear and tear on coins contributed tn currency 
problems. As coins simply wore out, their real value 
declined. In addition, it was common for merchants and 
peasants to clip, cut into halves and fourths, pennies 
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and farthings in order to make change during their trans-
actions. This contributed to the general debasement of 
3 the coinage throughout the thirteenth century. 
The 11 Short cross 11 coinage was begun in 1180, but in 
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1205 King John ordered a mutatio monetae, a major recasting 
of the coinage. Between 1205 and 1247, the quality of the 
short cross coin deteriorated and the metallic content was 
more and more debased. 4 The number of times this coin was 
recast increased the amount of coinage in circulation and 
fueled inflationary pressures. 5 Clipping was a major prob-
1 em. 
In 1247, King Henry III ordered an entirely new coinage 
struck. Known as the 11 long cross 11 issue, the coin was de-
signed to correct clipping abuses. This however, failed. 6 
7 A temporary silver shortage led the King to issue a gold 
penny for a short time in 1252. 8 
In 1279, King Edward I ordered a new coinage. To bear 
the cost of reissuing, the real weight of the coins was 
reduced slightly. Besides a drop in the weight of the 
farthing, the penny dropped from 22~ to 22~ grains in 
weight. 9 This first Edwardian recoinage did not debase the 
coinage to any extent. The weight per pound sterling 
actually declined from 242 pence to 243 pence. (This 
weight per coin difference was practically insignificant.)10 
Monetary policies which more dramatically debased the 
coinage became common in the fourteenth and fifteenth 
t . 11 cen ur1es. 
King Edward was able to carry out his recoinages in 
1279 and 1299 because of a huge inflow of silver bullion 
into England. Between 1279 and 1303 l 1,139,978 silver 
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was minted. These high levels of coinage were not matched 
again for two hundred years. 12 
Despite the massive recoinage of 1279, Edward I exper-
ienced serious financial problems between 1294 and 1298 
because of his war with Philip of France. Rather than 
debasing the coinage to make sho~t-term profits, he chose 
t t th 1 t t 1 h . h level . 13 Th h" h o ax e c ergy a an ex reme y 1g e 1g 
levels of taxation caused considerable problems for the 
churchman. Price leveis in the late 1290's fluctuated 
dramatically (see below) because of the "monetary distur-
. 14 bance" caused by Edward's heavy taxation. Edward's 
payments to his allies and his armies between 1294 and 1298 
15 led to the out.flow of~ 350,000 in just those four years. 
In 1299, after the conclusion of the war with France,. 
the King made a determined effort to ease some of the 
economic problems caused by his earlier policy. The main 
purpose of the 1299 recoinage was to convert to sterling 
16 
all the foreign coins in England. The recoinage did not 
at first radically inflate the prices in the economy 
because huge English wo~l exports brought much of the 
bullion back into the country or kept it in the country in 
17 the first place. Eventually the effect of the increase 
in coinage was felt. Devastating inflation struck the 
economy after 1307, as prices for economic staples soared; 
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It was especially after 1314 that the poorer classes began 
to suffer. 18 
A number of scholars have studied the effects of in-
flation on price levels and wages during the thirteenth 
century. W. H. Beveridge charted detailed information 
relating to nine manors under the control of the Bishop of 
Winchester. Beveridge developed a price index for the 250 
years 1200-1449, with the average prices 1300-1349 as 100. 
For the thirteenth century, Beveridge showed an increase 
i n the price of oxen from 7. 97 shillings each to 10.46 s. 
on the average. This represented a jump from sixty to 
seventy-nine on his pr,ice index. 19 
J. E. Thorold Rogers argued that the relative stabili-
ty of the economy for the late thirteenth and fourteenth 
centuries was shown in the average price of wheat per 
quarter: 5 s. 10 3/4 d. 20 Beveridge showed that during 
the thirteenth century itself, the average price for wheat 
went from 4.01 shillings to 5.54, 21 representing an in-
crease from 63 to 87 on his price index. 22 
More thorough investigations by D. L. Farmer showed 
that the purchase price of oxen was consistently above 
10 s. from 1262 on, with the only exceptions coming in 
1264, 1282, and 1288. 23 Farmer•s studies showed the same 
pressure upwards for wheat prices. Moreover, price 
fluctuations on this crop from one year to the next could 
be dramatic. The prices in Table II were per quarter of 
wheat, unless otherwise indicated. Dividing the century 
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after 1208 into decades, the highest and lowest prices 
f d b F . 24 oun y armer are g1ven. 
TABLE II 
WHEAT PRICES PER QUARTER 
Lowest Prices 
1208-20 2 s . 3~ d . (1213) 
1221-30 2 s . 7~ d . (1223) 
1231-40 3 s . 6 d . (1235) 
1241-50 2 s . 5~ d. (1244) 
1251-60 2 s. 11 ~ .d . (12 54) 
1261-70 3 s . 7 d . (1267) 
1271-80 *4 s. 2 !4 d . (1278) 
1281-90 2 s . 10~ d . (1287) 
1291-1300 4 s . 10 d . (12 96) 
Highest Prices 
1208-20 5 s . 3 3/4 d . (1218) 
1221-30 5 s . 11 ~ d . (1224) 
1231-40 4 s . 2 3/4 d. (1231) 
1241-50 6 s . 5 d . (1246) 
1251-60 8; s. 3/4 d • (1257) 
1261-70 *6 s. 11 J, 2 d • (1270) 
1271-80 7 s . 4 ~ d . (1274) 
1281-90 6 s . 10 ~ d • (1283) 
1291-1300 9 s . 2 3/4 d . (1295) 
* Signifies price per wey. 
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The lower end of the prices show gradual upward 
pressures, as do the higher price levels. The average 
higher prices increased from nearly six shillings in 1223 
to over nine in 1295. The wrenching fluctuations of the 
wheat market throughout the century were best illustrated 
by the figure· for 1295. Only eight years before the price 
had been only 2 s. 10~ d. As shown above, the price for 
1295 was 9 s. 2 3/4 d. The price for 1296 was only 4 s. 
10 d. 25 Many of the highest prices correspond to periods 
of famine and disease discussed below. 
J. Z. Titow has shown that even within a single 
season, the sale price for wheat varied dramatically. For 
instance, in 1247 prices on the Winchester manors of Mardon 
and Ecchinswell varied from 5 s. to 9 s. 6 d., with the 
average price at 6 s. 10 d. 26 
Wool was a commodity which had particular importance 
tn Lincoln diocese. A. R. Bridbury illustrated the rise 
in English wool exports between 1281 and 1310. For the 
decade 1281-1290, the exports were 26,856 sacks. In the 
first decade of the fourteenth century, the all-time high 
export level of 34,493 sacks was achieved. 27 At mid-cen-
tury wool had been pruchased for 84 s. 4 d. per sack of 
364 lbs. J. Z. Titow used this price level as an index to 
later price increases and decreases. 28 Until 1276, the 
price hovered right around the above level. However, after 
the huge increases in export levels beginning in 1277, wool 
prices soared, remaining consistently high well into the 
fourteenth century. 29 
Salt showed particularly large increases in price 
levels. It went from an average price of 1.87 shillings 
per quarter in the first half of the century to 2.60 in 
30 the second half. On Beveridge's index this represented 
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an increase from 52 to 72. The truly significant increase 
came after the turn of the century. Between 12DO and 1350, 
the price of salt per quarter nearly doubled. 31 
How then does this information help in understanding 
the economic position of the vicars of Lincoln diocese in 
the thirteenth centu~y? An understanding of the wages of 
laborers and vicars, and the costs of certain goods that 
all Englishmen needed, will help determine the vicars' 
place in their society. One difficulty in comparing wages 
is that while the vicars were paid a wage usually defined 
in the institution of their vicarages, the wages of 
laborers varied widely. Agricultural workers, for instance, 
were usually paid for piecework, and not by the day. Where 
it was possible to figure the wages of such workers, Thorold 
Rogers estimated a daily wage at 2 d. for men, 1 d. for 
women, and~ d. for children. If a worker had two working 
32 
children and a wife he might earn l 3 15 s. in a year. 
Artisans such as masons, carpenters, and sawyers 
ranked somewhat higher on the income scale. A well paid 
33 
artisan might earn 3 to 3~ d. a day. If an artisan 
found 300 days of work in a year, he could earn from~ 3 
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15 s. to~ 4 7 s. 6 d. 34 Naturally any artisan working in 
London or for the King could earn a much higher wage. 35 
P. D. A. Harvey has pointed out that those artisans em-
played by the crown or the wealthiest bishops did improve 
their pay during the thirteenth century. 36 
It has been shown that the canonical minimum wage for 
vicars was five marks per annum, that is 66 s. 8 d., or t 3 
6 s. 8 d: Theoretically a vicar earned at least as much in 
a year as a common laborer's entire family. Many vicars 
were officially paid as handsomely as th~ most fortunate of 
the artisans. In addition it should be kept in mind that 
the incomes listed for purposes of taxation in 1254 and 
1291 were sometimes a deliberate underestimate. 37 In many 
vicarages the benefice included a corrody, or meals for the 
vicar and his clerics at the rector's table. For the 
laborer's, such a 11 fringe benefit", when it was included, 
was for beer and bread, and only for the duration of a 
t . 1 . b 38 par 1cu ar JO • 
This discussion on ptice levels in the thirteenth cen-
tury, and the usual wage rates paid to laborers, bears 
directly on the understanding of church values. The data 
in the bishops' registers indicated that church values and 
vicaral income increased during the century. D. L. Farmer's 
information for most of England seemed to indicate that 
price increases were nominal, not real. For price 1 evel s 
as a whole this may be true. This would imply that the 
increases in church values only enabled vicars to keep 
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evenr Close examination of a number of churches and 
vicarages in the diocese of Lincoln indicated that for 
some vicars this was not the case. These vicars in fact 
improved their positions. In others they at least kept 
even with the pace of inflation, which was in itself better 
than the lot of many workers. Indeed, the registers for 
Lincoln diocese seem to support J. R. R. Moorman's conten-
t i o n t h a t " Po o r t h o u g h t h e y we r e , t h·e i n f e r i o r c 1 e r g y o f 
England were better off in 1300 than they had been in 
1200." 39 The evidence shows a mixed bag, and some vicars 
were in extremely ·poot shape as of 1300. ~fter ~ century 
of episcopal efforts to imporve the lot of the vitars, 
there had been some improvement, but many still lived in 
dire poverty. 
The surface ~vidence of improvement is misleading. 
Vicaral incomes were, for the most part, established by 
episcopal order and by cu~tom. During periods of inflation 
such as those· in the early thirteenth and fourteenth 
centuries, those who drew income from fixed (customary) 
sources suffered the most. Those who paid oblations to the 
vicars undoubtedly benefited from the fact that oblations 
40 
were set by custom. As general inflation struck the 
economy, particularly after 1305, the real value of 
obventions and oblations actually lessened. 
What about the vicars' income from tithes? This was 
usually steady and at least provided the vicar with food. 
However, there were many years when tithe~ were virtually 
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·worthless. In 1258 for instance, there were no tithes to 
be had, for the country was in the midst of the worst 
41 famine of the century. In addition, in 1201, 1225, 1277 
and 1283 murrain hit England's she~p, lowering the output 
of wool, and thus lowering vicaral and rectoral tithes. 42 
Another problem with the figures shown in the registers 
is that they often do not reflect the impact of resistance 
to tithes. A canonical minimum pay for vicars of five 
marks was certainly desirable, and in many cases it was 
achieved. But parishioners sometimes gave less than a 
tenth of their yield, resisted any payment at all, or gave 
their worst grain to the vicars as tithes. The archdeacon 
of Buckingham had to warn the parishioners of Wendover to 
stop their new, noncust~mary methods of assessing tithes. 
The new method was apparently depriving the rectors of 
th . t . 43 e1r cus omary 1ncome. Like all clerics presented to 
benefices, vicars often had to pay for their presentment. 
This payment could be in the form of an oblation to their 
bishop at the time of presentment. Often, however, the 
pope or bishop extracted the 11 first fruits 11 , that is, 
the .first year's income of the benefice in return for his 
approval of a presentment. Even for the wealthier clerics, 
this mus~ have been a substantial burden. 
Examination of several churches in the diocese indi-
. ' 
cated increases in value. Bishop Grosseteste did not 
indicate the value of the church at Green's Norton, 
I 
Northampton shire when . he instituted the vicar . However , 
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the vicarage was valued at 10m., including the altarage of 
the chapel at Wittlebury. 44 Neither the vicarage nor the 
chapel were mentioned in the Valuation of Norwich in 1254, 
when the entire church was valued at l 10. 45 By 1291, the 
church as a whole had·doubled in value, although the vicar-
age was not mentioned. 46 In a church this valuable, the 
vicarage had probably increased at least somewhat in value. 
The church at Billingborough, Lincolnshire increased 
slightly in value as did the vicarage in the church. 
Bishop Welles ordained the entire church at fourteen marks 
and the vicarage at five marks. 47 The church was assessed 
six marks higher in 1254, but the vicarage remained the 
same. 48 When Pope Nicholas• Taxatio Ecclesiastica was 
taken in 1291, the value of the whole church was, curiously, 
only listed as 15m. 6 s. 8 d., but the vicar received 9 m. 
6.s. 8 d. 49 
The prebendal churches ·of the canons of Lincoln cathe-
dral provided relatively complete information on the pro-
visions for vicaral income. In the time of Bishop Grosse-
teste, the prebendal vicar of Louth paid twenty pounds 
sterling to the prebendary, in five pound increments at 
50 the four seasons of the year. The Norwich valuation 
simply listed the prebend at l 30. 51 In 1291, the value 
of the 11 Church of Louth .. 52 was l 46 ·13 s. 8 d., while the 
vicar•s share was~ 13 6 s. 8 d. This figure was a healthy 
income compared with that of most vicars, but it was none-
theless below the ideal 11 third 11 share which vicars were 
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supposed to receive. Perhaps for this reason, Bishop 
Sutton in 1298 reduced the yearly pension from the vicar to 
the prebendary from~ 24 to~ 20. 53 The Bishop was probably 
motivated by the fact that at Louth the vicar had to support 
two or three helpers out of his income. 
In 1254, the prebendal church of Lafford was taxed at 
b 2U. No vicarage was listed in this valuation. 54 Bishop 
Gravesend found it necessary to ordain a vicarage in 1277. 
At that time he assigned the bulk of the church•s tithes 
to the vicar, but he ordained a pension of fifteen marks 
. 55 per year, payable from the vicar to the prebendary. Only 
fourteen years later the church was taxed at ~· 32, while 
the vicarage was listed at b 8. The amount for the vicar-
age was again less than a third, but above the canonical 
. . 56 
m1n1mum. 
When Bishop Welles ordained the vicarage of the church 
at Saxilby, Stowe, the canons of Newhouse received thir-
teen marks and the vicar seven. 57 At the middle of the 
century, the whql~ church had increased in value some 10m., 
b t 1 f t h . . 58 u no va ue or e v1carage was g1ven. By 1291, the 
canons were enjoying what was appa~ently a much increased 
income of 24m., While the vicar received only l 4 13 s. 
4 d. 59 Although the vicar•s share exceeded the church•s 
official minimum pay of five marks, it was less than a 
third of the whole church and apparently had increased 
only 2 s. 4 d. during the course of the century. 
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in 1254, the church of St. Mary of Silsby, Lincolnshire 
was valued at only four marks. 60 Despite a value that must 
not have increased much, Bishop Gravesend ordained a 
vicarage in 1270. No specific value for the vicarage was 
given. 61 At the time of this appropriation of the church 
to Markby Priory, the vicaral income was assigned to the 
vicar of Silsby Holy Trinity 11 0n condition that he will 
always have a proper priest 11 to serve the.care of souls. 62 
In 1291, the whole church of St. Mary's was valued at l 3 
6 s. 8 d. 63 No vicarage was mentioned, so the vicar of 
Holy Trinity was probably continuing to pay for a resident 
chaplain. The vicaral income at Holy Trinity was only l 4, 
so this must have been a major b~rden. 64 
The differences in vicaral and rectoral incomes were 
not as great at Winwick, Hunts. When Bishop Hugh appro-
priated the church to the Priory of Huntingdon, he noted 
the entire church's value at eight marks, and the vicar-
age at four marks. 65 The chu~ch increased to 10m. in 
1254 h t . d f th . 66 , w en no men 1on was rna e o e v1carage. Finally, 
Winwick was taxed in 1291 at l 8. The vicarage also had 
increased slightly in value to l 4 13 s. 4 d. (That is 
7 m. 2 s. 4 d.) 67 
In 1217, the church of Scraptoft, Leicestershire was 
worth 7 m. 6 s. 8 d. 68 Bishop Grosseteste appropriated 
.the church to the Prior and convent of Coventry in 1237. 
Twenty-two years later Bishop Gravesend found it necess~ry 
69 to supplement the vicar's share of the church, which in 
1254 was a corrody worth eight rna r ks out of a tot a 1 
assessed value of ten marks. 70 (This 10 value was m. 
probably an underestimation of the church's value.) In 
1291, the rector's share stood at 1:. 13 6 8 d . , 71 not s . 
including a pension set aside for the boys choir at Lin-
coln cathedral. The vicar received~ 4 6 s. 8 d. (That 
is, 6 m. 8 s. 8 d.) This app~ars to be a decrease. 72 It 
is possible that this figure does not include the vicar's 
corrody. 
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A somewhat confusing series of valuations was recorded 
for Tilton, Leicester. In 1217, the church was worth only 
six marks. 73 Bishop Hugh of Welles assessed the entire 
church at 14m., with the vicarage at 12 m. 74 In 1254, 
the assessment of the church was not increased at a11. 75 
However, when Bishop Sutton oversaw the Taxatio of 1291, 
the church's valu~ stood at~ 21 6 s. 8 d., 76 with the 
vicarage valued at~ 56 s. 8 d. 
In some churches, the vicarages increased in value, 
while the effect on the value of the church as a whole was 
unclear. At Hibaldstowe in 1254, the whole church was 
taxed at only twenty marks, with ten marks of that re-
served for the prebendary of Kirkett. 77 Bishop Gravesend 
ordained a full vicarage in the 1260s. The sub-dean of 
Lincoln and two other cathedral chapter members received 
a yearly pension of one-half mark each. The nuns of 
Gokewell received a total of one mark yearly. Besides 
all these pensions, the full tithe of wheat went to the 
cathedral chapter, while the vicar received the other 
tithes, bringing the value of the vicarage to sixty-nine 
shillings, eight pence (5 m. 3 s. 8 d. or h 3 9 s. 8 d.). 
The value of the whole church is unclear. Thus the vicar 
was r~ceiving just above the minimum pay. 78 There was no 
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entry for the whole church in the Taxatio of 1291, but the 
vicarage had increased in value to 6 m. 6 s. 8 d., or h 4 
6 s. 8 d. In this case at least, episcopal reform had 
resulted in a slight, but genuine improvement for the 
vicars. 79 
In some churches it was impossible to determine how 
much, if any, the vicarages increased in value. The church 
of Witham-on-the-Hill, Lincolnshire was ordained by Bishop 
Welles at twenty-four marks, with a vicarage of eight 
marks. 80 The assessment of the church was exactly the 
same in 1254, when the vicarage was not mentioned. 81 · Th~ 
church was heavily t~xed in 1291 at h 21 6 s. 8 d., but 
no vicarage was listed. 82 
A similar situation existed at the prebendal church of 
Empingham, Northamptonshfre (Rutland). It had no vicarage 
when assessed in 1254 at twenty-five pounds. 83 Bishop 
Gravesend established the vicarage and divided the tithes 
in a standard fashion in 1263. No specific amounts of in-
come were mentioned in the appropriation entry. 84 A more 
complete entry was found for the Taxatio, when the church 
was listed at~ 36 13 s. 4 d., while the vicarage was 
assessed at h 10 even. 85 
I 
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Among the most perplexing entries were those found for 
the church of Glen, Leicester. In 1217, the whole church 
was taxed at ten marks. 86 By 1254, the church was worth 
fifteen marks, not including a pension of thirty shillings 
87 presumably being paid to the rectors. In 1265, Bishop 
Gravesend ordained the vicarage of Glen. The vicarage was 
worth a somewhat astounding i 11 18 s. 2 d. (more than 
seventeen marks). 88 The appropriators, the monks of Alen-
caster Abbey, continued to receive their pension. In 1291, 
the whole church was only taxed at seventeen marks. This 
represented an extreme example of undervaluati~n, if 
Gravesend•s records can be believed. 89 
The vicarage a·t Burgh-on-Bain, Lincolnshire apparently 
decreased in value as the thirteenth century progressed. 
The rectors, the convent of Nuncotham, were required by 
Bishop Hugh of Welles to provide their vicar with a toft. 
They also bore the major burdens, with the vicar required 
only to pay sinodals. Ralph of Keleb•, the vicar, re-
ceived the total altarage. and the tithes of lamb and wool. 
The val.ue of this vicarage came to sixty shillings, or 4 m. 
8 d. 90 No value for the church as a whole was mentioned by 
Bishop Welles• registrar. In the 1254 valuation, the 
church was listed at 11~ m. The vicarage was merely noted 
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as three marks, not including the vicar•s corrody. In 
the next thirty-seven years, the church increased slightly 
in value, if the Taxatio Ecclesiastica can be trusted. No 
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value is given for the vicarage, but the church was taxed at 
i 8 13 s. 4 d. {13 m.) 92 
The vicars of Skendleby, Lincolnshire, had a difficult 
time getting fair remuneration. Bishop Welles established 
the vicarage in 1219. Although no specific value was men-
tioned, William of London received the church•s oblations, 
obventions, and the whole tithe of wool. The duties of the 
church were divided in normal fashion between the vicar and 
the rectors, the abbey of Bardney. The abbey received a 
pension of one mark~ annum. 93 Thirty-five years later 
the entire church was assessed at only fourteen marks. 94 
At the time of the papal taxation of 1291, the entire 
church was listed at~ 12 13 s. 4 d., and the vicars were 
receiving only i 3 6 s. 8 d. (5 m. 1 s. 8 d.) 95 Thus after 
some seventy~two years the vicars of Skendleby were barely 
receiving the absolute canonical minimum pay. 
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CHAPTER VI 
CONCLUSION 
The basis for the development of the vicarage system 
in the diocese of Lincoln was laid by the clerical reform-
ers of the eleventh and twelfth centuries. The Lateran 
Council IV of 1215 gave authority to bishops to enforce 
fair treatment for vicars, and the English Council of 
Oxford (1222) established the five mark minimum income. 
Improvements did come in the diocese because the 
bishops of Lincoln showed an uncommon dedication to their 
work. There is no doubt that improvements in the lot of 
their vicars had come by 1300. As to the quality of those 
vicars, Daniel Frankforter has shown that the bishops 
appointed more and more priests, rather than clerics in 
lower orders, to benefices as the thirteenth century pro-
gressed. It seems fairly clear that at least in the dio-
cese of Lincoln there had been an improvement in the quali-
ty of the men who served the vicarages and rectories. Men 
such as Bogo de Clare, who held dozens of livings through-
out England, were much the exception in England's largest 
d . 1 1ocese. 
However, there were still examples of the old problem 
of married or licentious clerics. Bishop Sutton granted 
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four disp~nsations for bastardy in 1290, so that the men 
could proceed to the priesthood. One d~spensation was to 
Walter of North Stoke, the son of a deacon and an unmarried 
woman. 2 Besides the case of the vicar of Crowmarsh Giffard 
cited above, 3 Bishop Sutton absolved a cleric in 1297 of 
his fornication with a nun. 4 
The most serious defect 1n the Church in Lincoln dio-
cese at the end of the century was the continuing exploita-
tion of many of the parochial vicars. Certainly the vica~s 
of Billingborough, Lincolnshire were better off than their 
5 predecessors. The vicars of most prebendal churches were 
fairly treated, although the vicar of Thame, Oxfordshire 
was receiving only i 8 out of a total church value of b 112 
in 1291. 6 Vicars at such churches as Sutterton, Lincoln-
shire were receiving a relatively bountiful income oft 13 
6 s. 8 d. in 1291. 7 However, the reforms of the century 
left many other vicars untouched. The vicars of Burgh-on-
Bain, Lincolnshire, Skendleby, Lincolnshire, and Winwick, 
Huntingdonshire, were receiving an income barely above the 
canonical minimum wage. Given the gradual upward pressure 
on prices during the century, it is difficult to imagine 
how the vicars of these churches survived. When wide-
spread infl~tion and devastating famine hit England in the 
second decade of the fourteenth century, the suffering of 
these poorer vicars increased. 
As Edward I turned more and more to clerical taxation, 
·the financial burden of the vicars and resident rectors 
increased. Even when exempted from direct taxation, the 
vicars suffered when rectors deprived them of income in 
order to increase rectoral profits. Many vicars who were 
taxed were forced to farm out their livings to wealthier 
clerics or laymen in order to meet their burdens. 8 In 
1296, a number of rectors and the vicars of Scalford and 
Byton were actually arrested because they could not pay 
the moiety ·which the King had ordered. 9 Eventually that 
10 particular taxation was suspended, but other taxations 
followed. The vicars suffered terribly under such taxes 
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because their incomes were fixed, tied ·to the productivity 
of their parishioners. 11 When a moiety struck a poor 
vicar, he could scarcely meet his ordinary burdens, let 
alone pay the tax. 
Many vicarages were still incredibly poor as of 1300. 
One of the earliest vicarages established in the diocese 
was at Swynford, Lint~lnshire. Ninety-one years after St. 
Hugh of Lincoln established it, the whole church was worth 
1 . k 12 on y n1ne mar s. In a case even more striking, the 
value of the church and vicarage at Pullokeshull, Bucking-
hamshire, ordained by Willi~m of Blois early in the 
thirteenth century, was only five marks in 1291. 13 
Abuses of church income continued throughout England. 
Certainly these abuses were not as prevalent in the diocese 
of Lincoln. Nonetheless, even Bishop Sutton collated his 
relative Thomas to Walgrave rectory, one of many Thomas 
held in plurality. 14 
The bishops of Li~coln ·were not at fault for the 
corruption which still existed in their diocese. They 
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were a part of a church system that was in many ways merely 
a source of revenue for popes~ kings, monks, and bishops, 
all of whom were already rich. In 1298, Pope Boniface VIII 
ordered Bishop Sutton to provide Richard of Ashwell with 
the vicarage of Horton, Northamptonshire, even though 
Richard was in minor orders. 15 At the end of the century, 
appropriations of churches to the monastic houses was 
proceeding a~ace. 
On balance, the bishops of Lincoln evoke respect 
because improvements had been made in a system that w~s in 
many ways beyond their control. As the Church entered the 
fourteenth century, the vicarage system, dependent on 
fixed, customary revenues, would not be able to change 
quickly enough to meet the rapidly changing econbmic 
conditi~ns of England. 
FOOTNOTES 
1sutton, II, pp. 2-3. 
2sutton, III, p. 45. 
3 Seep. 33. 
4 Sutton , VI , p • 5 . 
5valuation of Norwich, p. 582. 
6Taxatio, p. 30b. 
7Ibid., p. 62b. 
8 Sutton, V, pp. 53-54. 
9Ibid., p .• 154. 
10 Ibid., p. 198. 
11 see pp. 57-58. 
12 Taxatio, p. 256.· 
13 Ibid., p. 299. 
14 
. ~tton, II, p. 129. 
15 Ibid., p. 151. 
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Born in Lancaster in the mid-twelfth century, Hugh of 
Welles was the son of a wealthy landowner. Besides the 
bishop of Lincoln, the family produced Bishop Joceline of 
1 Bath and Welles, Hugh's younger brother. 
After acquiring his education, Hugh served for nine 
years as deputy chancellor under King John. During this 
time his church service began in earnest. He became a 
member of the cathedral chapter of Lincoln when he acquired 
the prebend of Louth in 1203. King John helped secure his 
election to the episcopacy in 1209. 
When Hugh became bishop, England was under the Inter-
dict, and the diocese had been ~ithout a spiritual shepherd 
for some time. Hugh went to the continent to accept ·his 
consecration from Archbishop Stephen Langton, the King's 
bitter enemy~ In his anger, King John ~eized the revenues 
of Lincoln diocese. H~ did not release 'them until forced 
to do so after H~gh's return from exile in 1213. 
Hugh's relations with the King apparently improved 
after his return to England. He sided with the King during 
the conflicts of 1215. The bishop even opposed the barons 
at Runneymede when the Magna Carta was signed. 
As bishop of Lincoln, Hugh's greatest contribution was 
his organizational ability. By 1218 he had ordained over 
300 vicarages, and he instituted many more in the remaining 
years of his episcopacy. 2 Hugh was also one of the first to 
recognize the abilities of his friend Robert Grosseteste. 
The bishop setured ecclesiastical benefices for Grosseteste, 
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and made him archdeacon of the cathedral in 1233. 3 Hugh of 
Welles died on February 7, 1235. 
Robert Grosseteste (?1168-1253) was born in Suffolk of 
humble parentage. 4 His considerable talents were recog-
nized at an early age and eventually he entered Oxford. 
After a period of study in Paris, h~ became, by 1214, the 
Master of the School·s at Oxford. While teaching there he 
acquired the rectory and eventually the prebend of St. 
Margaret's, Leicester. He developed an admiration for the 
Franciscans, and in many ways imitated their work while 
serving his own parishes. 
Grosseteste developed into the greatest English 
scholar of his day. S. Harrison Thompson has noted that 
Grosseteste's diverse works ranged from translations of 
Greek philosophical works to biblical commentaries. 5 He 
also wrote original works of theology, philosophy, math, 
and science. Grosseteste even wrote a treatise on agri-
cultural methods. 
After the death of Bishop Hugh, the cathedral chapter 
elected Grosseteste, then dean, as bishop. H.e was conse-
crated in June of 1235. His-life made lasting contribu-
tions to the church in England. The Constitutions he 
promulgated early in his episcopacy influenced the work of 
other bishops throughout England and Europe. 6 Bishop 
Grosseteste felt a special concern for the needs of his 
parochial clergy. Hoping to eliminate "secular instrusion 
into tithe cases," he actually helped his clergymen draft 
the gravamina {complaints) of 1237-40. 7 
Grosseteste believed in the universal church and in 
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extensive rights for the papacy. He supported the papal 
taxation of the clergy in 1246. 8 However he did recognize 
"the advantage to be gained by making grants of taxation 
contingent upon the remedy of grievances." 9 Despite his 
normally staunch support for the popes, he minced no Words 
when he felt the pope to be poorly advised. In a speech at 
Lyons in 1250, he called clerical ignorance a cause of 
decay and corruption in the Church. 1n Iri the same speech 
he blamed the papal curia for many of the Church's problems. 
He warned the court of Pope Innocent IV to reform itself 
or face destfuction. Attacking papal provisions, he stated 
that neither absentee rectors nor stipendary priests ~ould 
properly instruct the laity, relieve the poor, and visit 
the sick. These duties required resident rectors and 
vicars. 11 These strong beliefs were rarely compromised. 
In opposin~ a papal provision in 1253, he wrote these 
paradoxical words: II . in a spirit of filial ob~dience 
I d o no t o b e,y, · I r e s i s t , I r e b e 1 . " 1 2 
Grosseteste's strong convictions oft~n made him power-
ful enemies. During a dispute with the monks of Christ 
Church, Canterbury, the chapter excommunicated him. 13 
Grosseteste merely ignored their excommunication, and 
eventually the dispute died out. From 1239-1245, Grosse-
teste was engaged in a bitter struggle with his own chapter. 
The dispute centered over his claim to a right to visit 
both the cathedral chapter and the prebendal churches. 14 
The conflict included attempts by the chapter to forge 
papal documents and constant efforts at reconciliation by 
the bishop. The popes of Grosseteste's reign (Gregory IX 
and Innocent IV) consistently supported his right to 
visitation. As a result, tolerable relations with the 
cathedral chapter were restored in 1245 at Lyons. A 
compromise was struck affirming the bishop's limited 
visitation rights. 
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As bishop of Lincoln, Grosseteste served in the 
parliament of his day. On several occasions he conflicted 
with King Henry III on matters of church-state relations, 
although his relationship with the King was basically 
15 good. As a result of his political involvement, Grosse-
teste developed a friendship with the young Simon de 
Montfort .. 
Robert Grosseteste, one of England's greatest bishops, 
died in October of 1253 at Buckden, Huntingdon. 
After the brief episcopacy of Henry de Lexington, 
Richard Gravesend, dean of the chapter, was elected bishop 
in 1258. Active in political affairs throughout his life, 
Gravesend went abroad immediately after his coronation to 
negotiate peace between England and France. 16 During the 
Baron's War he sided with his friend Simon de Montfort. 
Still, he helped negotiate a temporary truce between the 
warring fa~tions in 1263. 17 After the defeat of de 
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Montfort's forces, the King enlisted the help of the papal 
delegate Ottoboni in exiling Gravesend for nearly a year. 18 
Gravesend spent the last seven years of his iife in England, 
devoting himself to his episcopal duties. 19 His most 
lasting work was the augmentation of existing vicarages and 
the ordination of many new vicarages in the prebendal 
churches of the cathedral chapter. He died in December of 
1279. 
Bishop Oliver Sutton (?1219-1299) came from the lesser 
landed nobility of Nottinghamshire. As a youth, he was 
intent on a church career and studied at Oxford. From 
1244 on, this critic of pluralism and appropriation was 
20 hims~lf a non-resident pluralist. He became dean of 
Lincoln in 1275. After the death of Bishop Gravesend, 
Sutton was immediately and unanimously elected bishop by 
the cathedral chapter. He was consecrated in May of 
1280. 21 
Although he generally avoided politics, Sutton 
clashed with the King on two occasions in the 1290s. He 
opposed the King's moiety of. 1294-1296, and this drew him 
into royal disfavor. After the moiety was removed, Sutton 
made serious attempts to enforce the papal bull Clericos 
22' Laicos, whieh forbade clerics to pay taxes to any layman. 
Eventually the pope reversed himself again, and limited 
clerical taxation began once again. 
Bishop Sutton traveled constantly throughout his dio-
cese.23 Because of the precedent established by Bishop 
I 
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Grosseteste, Sutt6n was able to visit the cathedral chap-
ter twice during his episcopacy. Thanks to his registrar 
John of Scalby, a thorough record of Sutton•s memoranda 
and his extensive travels exists for the last ten years of 
his life. 
Sutton•s most memorable contributions to his diocese 
came in his numerous augmentations of existing vicarages. 
To enforce payment of tithes and respect for ~piscopal 
authority, Sutton often used the power of excommunication. 24 
According to.Rosalind M. T. Hill, Sutton was a good man 
whose .. attitude to his diocese was.that of a thoroughly 
bene v o 1 en t con s e r v a t i v e .• i 2 5 T h e e c c l e s i a s t i c a 1 a p p o i n t men t 
for which he is best known w~s his assignment, by Pope 
Nicholas IV, to carry out the Taxatio of 1291. 26 Sutton 
finished his career r~spected and well-liked in his 
diocese, a difficult task for such a hard-working reformer. 
Even in death he exhibited a rare generosity of spirit 
when: 
he directed that the fines levied on adulterers 
and other sinners should be given ... to 
mendicant friars, poor nuns, a~d to the poor of 27 
the parishes where the offenses were committed. 
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APPENDIX B 
CHANGES IN CHURCH INCOME DURING THE 
THIRTEENTH CENTURY 
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Louth, LlfiCS. (Luolo) 
(nntul 1 r.rossoto•te, j)',-m ---------------· 
Total value unclear, 
but vicar p'aid pension 
to rectoro;, four t1mes 
~ f-'f5ff~ sterl1ngorum. 11 
Lafford, lines. 
(Lftfford', Sleaford) 
P~EbF.NDS Of LINCOLN CATHtORAl 
1254 
"xu lL" 
(Valuation 9_~ Norwi_ch, p:-?...,-r-
1254 
"XX 11 , 11 
(Valuation 2.1 !!_9rwich_, p-;219') 
1291 
"Eccl h de Ludo 
~ 46 13 '. 4 d. 
Vicar' ejusdem 
kl36s.8d. 
(Tautio, p. 56b) 
1277 
pension of 15 marks 
!!.!!'. annum to the 
prebendary, no ·other 
specifics. 
(Gravesend, p. 72) 
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1298 
Bishop Sutton reduced 
yearly pension from vicar 
to rector from ~ 24 to k 20 
(Sutton, I, p. 224) 
129I 
"Ecclia de Lafford 
~ 32 0 s. 0 d. 
Vicar' ejusdem 
b80s.Od." 
(Taxatlo, p. 56b) 
-····--·-····--------·--·-----.. --------------------------------'---
Empingham, Northants. 
(Rutlond) 
Asqarby, Lines. 
(A••k~rby) 
I254 
"XXV 1 1, 01 
(Valuation _or. _Norwich_, p-:-rrn-
12~4 
"x 11 , " ( ~-~!.ffiJ.!>~ !/J ~.\'.r.l!.!.s.h. 
I263 
Vicarage first 
ordained by Gravesend. 
No specific amounts 
given. (Gravesend, p. 102) 
1277 
Vicarage described 
by Bishop Gravesend•s 
registrar. No specific 
valuu given. 
(.~. p. 78) 
1291 
"Eccl h de Empynghm cu' 
Woynghm 
l 36 I 3 s. 4 d. 
Vicarh ejusdem ibm l IO" 
(~. p. 56b) 
1291 
"Eccl h de Asgerby ._ 20" 
(~. p. 56b) 
-···-----------·- ----~- .. -------------------------------------
Nll~~fnf)lOrl, Northnnt. 
(N•qlngl•>n') 
lin del rbe Oeanery 
Thame, Ox on 
Cudeston Deanery 
1254 
ot)( J(l( 11. II 
( ~:-l~ ll !!~h. 
1 ?.54 
"XXXV 1 i." 
(V•luation 2.1 ~. P:-mr 
I 291 
· "Ptebend de Nass1ngton 1 
cum porconib' Ia 100 11 
(Taxatio, p, 39b) 
I291 
"Eccl ia de Theme 
Prebendal ' 
b 112 (Magistri de ~utton) 
Vicar ejusdem ~ 8" 
(Taxatio, p. 30b) 
A~thall, O•on. 
(Esthall • Monachorum) 
(Wtth~ntta) 
Witney Deanery 
StAmford St. Andraw's, 
Lines. (St•nford Sanctt 
Andrei) 
(Rotuli r.rossetoste, P.!?.T --~--··-
two marks Annually to 
the rectors, no other 
••lues given 
(Stanford) 
Statlf'ord Deanery 
1254 
1'xm.,port1o 
CHURCHES MENTIONED IN THE 
FIRST FOUR CHAPTERS 
v1r.ari1 111 .m., cor' , 
(Valuation of Norwich, 
ii:-nl:--!i61f: mr·-
I 254 
"t11i m. 1111 s." 
x xx vt s. x 1 d. 
quad preter 
pens t ontm t t "'. 
(Valuation of Norwich, j).'-m)- ---
1291 
'Abbis de Ybreyo 
£cc11e de Esthalle 
~6!3s.4d.' 
(Taxatio, p. 32) 
l29I 
no value for the whole 
church 
11 V1car• Sci Andree 
~213s.4d.' 
(~.p.77) 
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··--·-····--··---------------------------------------~---
Bornetby, Ltncs. 
(Oarnetby le Wold) 
(lerdehurg') 
Va~bnrough Deanery 
Loug.hborough, 
( Lutteburgh) 
(Valuation of il.'-rrrr- -
Let c s. 
1217 
~. 
15 marks (whole church) 
( Ac le) 
Aktl cy De•ntry 
1254 
"xxv m ... 
(Valuation of _No_rwtch, p:-·m---
1254 
11 x xx m, • , . 
xl fitf m. cor'" 
(Valuation of Norwich, 
P,-g'!,s3"-T ---
, __________ .. _______ _ 
Padbury, Bucks 
(Poddebtr') 
Buckingham 
Oe11nery 
----·--·------------
Thorpe Mande•tlle, 
Northonts. 
(Thop', Thorp') 
(Brackelt) 
Brockley Oeanery 
---------------
Stoke Pogos, Bucks. 
( Stok' , Stokes) 
A vicarage, hut no ulut 
gt v en. 
( Burneham) 
Aurnham Deanery 
Beesby tn the Marsh 
L t nc s. ( Utseby) 
( Ca hwa th •) 
Cdcewaith Deanery 
1254 
X t1 I I ~, 
(Valuation of !!_o_rw1ch, j)."23fJ- --
1254 
1111 m. 
(Valuation~~. il:znr-
12 54 
xtt m. (another 
manuscript said x• ~­
Valuation of Norwich, 
P,Z11'r.S t I nOTtiTT 
1254 
"v m." 
(Valuation of !!9.!.l!.!.s.h• p:-nor-
5 June 1274 
Vicarage is "de novo". 
no value is given. 
(Gravesend, p. 251) 
1286 
vicarage tstabll shed, 
wholt church worth 
50 m, .2!!. annum 
(Sutton, ITT';'P. 50) 
1291 
"£celia de Bernetby b 20 
Vicar' ejusdem b S" 
(Taxatto, p. S7b; 
S..........,.... Sutton, I, p. 18) 
1291 
"44 m," 
(Valuation .2.f ~. 
p. 532) 
I 2 91 
"Ecclh de Padebir' ~ 12" ( !ll!.li!!. p. 32) 
1291 
"Thorp • It 511 
(Taxatio, p. 38) 
1291 
"It 12 11 
( .!!1!.!.!.!2. • p ' 3 3 ' 
1291 
"Ectlh dt s .. eby p't' 
pens Monhl' de 
Grentfeld tndeclmabtllem 
et pet' pens' subscripta~ 
~716s.Od." 
(Taxatio, p. 59) 
Thorganby, Lines. 
( Thorqamby) 
(Walucro rt) 
Washcroft O•antry 
Ch41font st. r.11 u, Bucks. 
(Ch•lfunt S~nctl Egtdl1) 
(Burn,ham) 
flurnhl'm D~anery 
Sutterton, lines. 
(Sutt.erton') 
(lloyland) 
llolland Deanery 
Br"dwell, Ox on, 
(Bradewel!) ( *~,g_M1 ~ ~ !..t_•.l· l· 
A templar's church worth 
3Q marks, wtth 10 marks 
rnr the vfcllr. 
lloddensham, Ruck~. 
(W~ndovore) 
ADDITIONAL CHURCHES MENTIONED 
IN THE FIRST FOUR CHAPTERS 
1254 
n x m." 
(Valuation 21 ~rwlch, 
ii:---mr-
1254 
"xv m," 
( ~! 11tHQ.!' !!..! !io_r w I c h , 
1254 
11 V m. vi"car1a eiusdem 
Itt m. et abbas croylandte 
perclplt ex eadem vtcarla 
It "·" (Valuation of Norwich, 
'p:-741!'1 -- --
1254 
II)()C)( m,ll 
(Valuation _of. N •. orwlch, p:-m-r-
1275 
Church divided Into 
four parts 1 each worth 
five marks. 
(Gravesend, p. 66) 
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1291 
"Ecclh de Thorgmby porco 
Abbis de Brymesby rellqua 
vero portio deividitur 
In duas Rectorlas & est 
lndeclmabil' ex m' alibi 
asslgnata.• ~ 6 13 s. 4 d. 
(~. p.57) 
1291 
"Ecclh de Chalfont Sci 
Egldll ~ 13 6 s. 8 d." 
(T~!lli. p. 33) 
1291 
"Ecclla de Sutt'on 
b36 13s.4d. 
Vlcarla ejusdem 
~13 6s.8d. 
(Taxatlo, p. 62b) 
1291 
"Ecclla de Hadenhm 
k 26 13 s. 4 d. 
VIcar ejusde~ ~ 4 6 s. 8 d. 
(Taxatto, p. 32b, 41) 
.. -·-~------·~---------------·---------~--------'-----
Holton !e Clay, Lines. 
( Gr lmesby) 
GrllllSby Oednery 
Elsham, Lines. 
( 1 erdeburg') 
V"rborough Deanery 
Crowmarsh Giffard, Oxon. 
(Crawemers. Crowmers) 
(Stokes Henle') 
Henley Deanery 
Ktngorby, Lines, 
(Kynerby) 
(Waltscruft) 
Wd1scroft Ooonory 
St. Margaret's, Lft1c~o 
(Sancto M•rgarott) 
12~4 
"vt m. et dim," 
(Valuation of Norwich, j):·rn-r -- ··--
1254 
"xv f m. '' 
(Valuation 9..! Nor.!U£!!. ji:-nq--
1254 
11 Xl s. , .. v m. cOr.-" 
(Valuation 2! ~. 
p:J'04}" 
1254 
''v111 m • ••• cum 
pensione lndl Iii m." 
(Valuation of Norwich, 
p. 236) - ---
\254 
".)(X 11 'n 
(Valuation or !!g,m.s_!!_, 
p;"'""ffi'l-:-
1295 
VIcar got four marks 
yearly as a stipend. 
(~. y, p. 57) 
1291 
"Ecc11a de Kynerby p't pens 
Subdecani Lin 1 taxata' cu' 
dlgnltatt ~ 5 6 s. 8 d." 
(Ill!.llQ., p. 5 7b) 
1291 
·~ 30 13 s. 4 d. 
Vlcarh elusdem 
~9 6s.8d." (!!Ell!!· p. 57b) 
Green's Norton, Northants. 
(Norton') 
(Rotu11 Grosseteste, 
p:!83) 
"et capelle de Wytleblr' 
... valet x marcas.'' 
(Brackelo) Brockley 
oe .. ery 
VICARAGES MENTIONEO IN CHAPTER FIVE 
1254 
"X 11." 
(Valuation~ Norwich, 
p. 265) 
·---------------------
Rllllngborouyh, Lines. 
l~~~~~-~~b~;b5 . .!JJ, p. 78) 
wt1olt churcl1 x1v m. 
vlc~ragt: v ~ m. 
(Avolund) Avtland Deanery 
S•xllby, ;i,owo 
(s.,xoby) 
( Hug_h or I!.~U~.!, .t. 'P~ ?.oor 
cannns of Newhouse: 
\II car: 7 m. 
13 "'. 
(Lour!>) Lawress De•nery 
1254 
"xx m. cum v1car1a 
que valet v m." 
(f~~.n ~r !i9~· 
1254 
. •• xxx m." 
(Valuation _of _N_or.!l,..--lch, iJ:znr· 
100 
1291 
11 Eccl1a de Northon' 1:. 20" 
(Taxatlo, p. 38) 
1291 
whole church assessed at 
l5m.6s.Bd. 
vlc~rage at 
9m.6s.8d. 
(Valuation of Norwich, 
p. 582) ----
1291 
"Ecclfa de Saxelby h 24 
Vicar1a cufsdem p't' pens 
~413s.4d.". 
(Taxatto, p, 74) 
"·---·-~---- -- ---·--·------------------------------------
St. Mary or Bllsby, 
Lines. (S•n<t< Marte) 
I ?.54 
11 tccle-;fa de 
Billesby Sancte 
~art~ 1111 1"1,1 ' ( *~~.21! ' 2! !:'&r.lli.!! ' 
-----------·----· 
Wlnwir.k, Hunts. 
(Wynewlck', Wynwyk') 
(!l'!,gjl ~~ ~~ •. 1.· 
p. -19" 
Church worth 8 marks, 
v1earag~ worth 4 mat·ks. 
(Leytonston') 
Leightonstonr Deanery 
12S4 
"x m. 11 
(Valuation or !!.Q_r:w_lch, 
'p 7296)"' - -. 
1270 
Vfc.lrage ordained. 
no valuos given. 
Vicaral incoll'lf! 
assigned to vicar 
of Holy Trinity, 
B 11 s by. 
(Gravesend, p. 42) 
1291 
"Tcclta de B111esby 
See Marte 
1.36s.Ad. 
(Taxatio, p. 59) 
1291 
"Eccl Ia de Wynewyk h 8 
Vicar ejusdem· 
1.413s.4d." 
(Taxatlo, p. 36, 42) 
-.. ~---~------------·-,-------------------------------~--
Scroptoft, Lelcs. 
(Scropotoft) 1217 
(Val uatlon of Norwich, 
'p~"TI!I" ·- ·---
7m.6s.Rd. 
the whole church 
(Gert') Gartree 
Deanery 
I ?.54 
"X m, , . • 'li i 1 
m. cor.'" 
(Valuation of Norwich, p:-1m----
1291 
20 m. (Valuation of. 
Norwich, p. 533) AND 
~ de Scrapetoft 
preti pensione suor• 
chor'1 Lincoln tndecimabtlem 
l.l36s.8d. 
VIcar eusdem I. 4 6 s. 8 d." 
(Taxatlo, p. 64) 
ADDlTIONAL VICARAGES MENTIONED 
IN CHAPTER FIVE 
--------------
Til ton, Lefcs. 
(Tylton) 1217 
(Valuatfoll of Norwfc_h, il:·nn--
6 Ill. 
Hfhaldstow, Stow• 
Wltham-on-the-Hfll. 
L Inc s. 
(Hu.!L!.t of we nos, !J.J., 
·p-; I 73) . ---·-· 
"et vAlet totlus ecclesfa 
xxfllj 0 r m ..... ot 
v1car1a vti.i marcas." 
(Seltsl ', Bel teslawe) 
Beltlsloe Deanery 
1254 
"Tyl ton cum 
vlcarfa 14m." 
(Valuation of Norwich, 
-p-:-m-- - ---
12 ftl. (!:!.!!.9..!1 of Welles, !lo 
p. 273) -·-
1254 
"Uybaldtstowe 
xx m. cum portione 
prebtndt de 
Ktrkett', sc11 teet, 
x m"' que non 
computale hie 
(Valuation of Norwich, p-;-114f- ·- ---
1254 
"xx t 111 m. 11 
(Valuation 9.!. '!_9rwlch, 
p. 243) 
-----------------· 
Glen, Lelcs, 1217 
(V•luation of Norwich 
-p·~·m-' -- ----
whole church: 
IOm.Os.Od. 
(Gortr') Cartru 
Ooenory 
1254 
">cv m. v1dlt11cet, 
xlil m. sine 
pens 1 one xxx s. o 
Item II m. cor"' 
(Valuation of Norwich p-:-mr-· - ---
. -~-----·~------·----
Uur9h-on-U4In, Line•. 
(Gurgo sup Btyn) 
(Hunh of Welles, Ill, p:-"6of· -- -
11 V1carta sexagtnta. 
so11dorum• (4 m. R s.) 
(Wragho) Wr1g9hae 
Deanery 
Skendleby, Lines. 
(Sokendelby) 1219 
(Hugh of Welles, I, p:- mr --- -
1254 
11 X 1 n1. et dtm. 
v1carfa _de Burgo, 
111m. nullo 
necessarlo 
deducto cor.~~ 
(Valuation of Norwich, 
p. ~39) ----
1254 
11 X t 111 m .•• 
(Valuation tl !i.9.!:l'!.!.£., 
p. 229) 
1262-1264 
Value of the whole 
church Is unclear. 
Small pensions to the 
members of the 
cathedral chapter and 
nuns of- flouthew!ll, 
VIcarage valued ~t 
69 s, 8 d' ·( 5 11. 3 s. 8 d.) 
(~~esend. p. 90-91) 
1265 
Value of the whole 
church unclear, 
vtcara9e ordained worth 
1.11 18s.2d. 
(more than 17m.) 
r.ravesend, p. 146) 
1291 
32 m. 
(Valuation g_f Norwich, 
p. 532) 
"h716s.Bd. 
Vfcarla I. 8" 
(!UU.J.g_. p. 63b) 
1291 
"Ytcarh de Hybal stowe 
1.46s.Bd. 
(6m.6s.8d.) 
(~. p. 56b) 
1291. 
"h216s.Bd." 
(~. p.6l) 
1291 
·~cella de Burgo 
sup Beyn 
lo813s.4d." 
(Taxatlo, p. 57b) 
1291 
"Ecclla dt Skendleby 
p't' pens 
b1213s.4d. 
(Taxat1o, p. 59) 
V~e Skendleby 
b36s.8s. 
(~. p. 76b) 0 
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